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As society becomes increasingly information-oriented, the drive for more capable
machines to retrieve, store, process and present such information anywhere, at anytime
becomes paramount to success. This is true of United States Navy and Marine Corps
officers who must manage large amounts of information while operating in remote areas.
Today's very small, portable computers known as palmtops are capable of running
powerful scaled-down versions of contemporary operating systems. When coupled with a
transmission medium, palmtops represent a portable computer that can be used to
communicate and process information in ad hoc environments. The Naval Postgraduate
School Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project is designed to analyze the effectiveness of
Windows CE-based palmtop computers as an aide to professional Naval officers. The
study project provides Naval officers with a popular palmtop computer and allows them to
use the device for a four week period. During this time participants are encouraged to use
the palmtop for work and personal information tasks. The primary complaints with these
devices are economically oriented. There is no convenient and reliable method of data
entry and they cannot be easily carried while in uniform. Results from the study indicate
that current Windows CE "handheld PCs" are not appropriate for use in this capacity.
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A. THE PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC) AND COMMUNICATIONS
As society becomes increasingly information-oriented, the drive for more capable
machines to retrieve, store, process and present such information anywhere, at anytime
becomes paramount to success. Rapid advancements in computer technology providing
additional capability in smaller products has resulted in the advent of the pocket-sized
computer. There are, perhaps, as many definitions of the roles that pocket-sized
computers are meant to play as there are names for them! Current palmtop computers are
capable of running contemporary operating systems and programs typically run on desk-
top computers, while unique, less powerful operating systems have been developed for use
on other palmtops. In all cases, palmtops, when coupled with a transmission medium,
represent a portable computer that can be used to communicate, process and present
information in ad hoc environments. This thesis will provide results of research into areas
in which the palmtop computer may be useful to the professional Naval officer, explain the
triumphs and downfalls of these devices and recommend further applications and remedies
for the problems associated with existing models ofpalmtops.
An understanding of human information-related activities must be attained before
an effective computer can be developed to assist in such tasks. Data-flow and work-flow
analyses are the basis for this understanding. The human information process is composed
of five distinct actions: collection, storage, processing, retrieval and presentation. Each of
these actions entail specific thought processes and often are assisted through physical
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objects. For example, collection is assisted through communications media (telephone,
newspapers, computer information systems, etc.) while storage is achieved through
personal information managers (organizers), notebooks, scraps of paper or even the back
of the hand. In order for these devices to be useful, data entry must be convenient. This
is also true of the computer that is meant to assist. Work aides as mentioned above are
discussed in more detail in Chapter II, A, 1, while Chapter II, A, 2 presents the
implications of convenient, timely data entry.
Throughout the history of computer development technological advances have
permitted increasing capabilities with decreasing size. The original computers of the
1940's and 1950's were built using vacuum tubes which occupied entire rooms. In the
1960's the transistor led the way to mainframes which provided enormous amounts of
computational power in comparatively small packages. Computers evolved into smaller
mini and micro sizes with varied capabilities in the latter 1960's and 1970's. The
introduction of the personal computer (PC) in the late 1970's produced the potential for
computers to become a part of every household in the United States. PC's became
increasingly powerful, faster and smaller during the 1980's. Laptop computers, developed
in the 1980's, went into mass production in the early 1990's. These machines were the
first affordable application ofPC power in a mobile platform.
B. PALMTOP COMPUTERS
Today's very small, portable computers known as "palmtops" typically weigh less
than four pounds and can be transported in a briefcase or shirt pocket yet package a large
amount of computational power. The pioneer in this area of mobile computing is Apple
with its Newton palmtop computer and operating system. Another pioneer and the most
successful product has been 3Com's PalmPilot. Each of these devices run a proprietary
operating system. However, most models of palmtops currently in production use the
Windows CE operating system by Microsoft. A hybrid of laptops and palmtops referred
to as "sub-notebooks" allows for the use of a typical PC operating system such as
Windows 95 on a platform which is slightly larger than a palmtop. When coupled with a
network, the palmtop's role as a communication device is solidified. Now professional
Naval officers have at their disposal the potential to communicate with virtually anybody
at anytime and send and receive data from remote locations via these devices. Chapter II
also provides further discussion of PC technology (Chapter II, B), operating systems
(Chapter II, C), communications and connectivity (Chapter II, D) and interoperability
(Chapter II, E).
C. IMPORTANCE OF MOBILE COMPUTING IN A NAVY COMMAND
ENVIRONMENT
Like all military organizations, the United States Navy and Marine Corps routinely
operate in remote areas and transport their communication systems wherever they go.
This may result in delays in configuring networks when arriving at a location. In order to
minimize the effects resulting from "down" communication networks, flexible, easily
established and manageable systems are crucial. The palmtop with its many options for
communications media is an effective system which allows for informal as well as formal
communications via electronic mail (email), web browsing and file transfer, through both
electronic and infrared means.
D. IT-21 AND ITS IMPACT ON THE SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH
The U.S. Navy is keenly aware of the importance of interoperable computing and
communication systems. Information Technology for the 21st Century (IT-21) is its
program developed to ensure compatibility of all procured information systems through
standardized products. The limitation of this approach is that it specifies PRODUCTS
rather than an architecture, which would permit more flexibility in procuring products.
IT-21 calls for all future Navy personal computing acquisitions to be Year 2000
compliant, networkable through the Microsoft Windows NT operating system, utilize the
current version of the Microsoft Office suite for word processing, spreadsheet,
presentation, scheduling and email functions. These products have become a widely used
standard, both within and outside of the military, which simplifies the problem of
compatibility of products and systems. As stated previously, the recent trend for
manufacturers of palmtops involves the use of the Microsoft Windows CE operating
system. This is a scaled-down version of the company's popular Windows 95 operating
system. It is also compatible with Microsoft's network operating system Windows NT.
Because of this compatibility, Windows CE-based palmtops are a viable computing
platform for the mobile Naval officer. Chapters II, E and V, A, 1 provide information
regarding IT-21.
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In order to verify the issue of compatibility and also to determine the
viability of palmtop computers as an aide to the professional Naval officer, a
demonstration project was conducted at a shore-based command. The project, named the
Naval Postgraduate School, Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project (NPS-SOPCP)
provided data pertaining to 1) sampled Naval officers' preferences for functions provided
by palmtop computers, 2) compromises between portability and functionality, 3) general
willingness to expand the use of technology into daily job routines, 4) convenience of use
and 5) recommendations for additional applications of palmtop computers. Five officers
on the Naval Postgraduate School Staff and the Naval Support Activity, Monterey Bay
were supplied with a popular model of palmtop computer to use for a period of four
weeks. This model, the Hewlett-Packard HP360LX, utilizes the Windows CE Version 2.0
operating system. Introductory instruction was provided to all project participants for the
use of these computers in individual, network and meeting environments. Project data
was compiled through two surveys; one which attained information flow and work flow
data both prior to and following the study and the second which attained data regarding
the preferences of the individual participants for using the HP360LX. Project
methodology, implementation, performance indicators and data collection are discussed in
Chapters III, A-D. Project data analysis and interpretation are specified in Chapter VI, A,
while results regarding productivity and preferences in Chapters IV, B-C. Chapter V
presents the project's benefits, accomplishments and limitations and recommendations for
further research may be found in Chapter VI. Chapter VII contains several appendices.
Appendix A is a Glossary of terms used throughout this paper. Actual project surveys are
included in Appendix B while survey Survey Analyses may be found in Appendix C. And
finally, Chapter VTII contains all bibliographic references.
II. BACKGROUND
Science and technology multiply around us. To an increasing extent they
dictate the languages in which we speak and think. Either we use those
languages, or we remain mute.
— Ballard, J. G., English novelist. Introduction, 1974, to the French
edition of Crash (1973) courtesy Columbia University Press.
Copyright© 1993.
For this reason, Appendix A has been included. It is a glossary of terms used throughout
this thesis.
A. DEFINITIONS
There are two simple definitions that must be clarified before a discussion of
communication may occur. The terms "information" and "data" are often used
interchangeably. In terms of information systems, the two are distinct elements of every
process. The following definitions will be used throughout this discussion:
Data - raw vocal, numerical, written or observed facts about a specific topic.
Information - the product of processing and combining data to generate facts
which may pertain to multiple topics (processed data).
Data is a raw, machine-friendly representation, while information is refined and
human-friendly. Figure 2.1 is a graphical presentation of the relationship between these
two terms.
Data Information
Figure 2.1: Relationship between Data and Information
Any discussion of information systems usually entails Data Flow processes which
also require a few key definitions:
Collection - gathering data from all sources including the environment and other
contributing factors.
Storage - retaining collected data in a location (physical and/or virtual) until
needed for processing.
Retrieval - locating stored data and loading into memory for the purpose of
processing and/or presentation.
Processing - manipulating data through calculations and/or filtering to abstract
information.
Presentation - displaying data and abstracted information in a manner which
facilitates comprehension and learning.
B. WORK AIDES
All professionals MUST communicate in order to attain information necessary to
accomplish their jobs. They often utilize material objects to store such information.
Communication is the underlying element in all professional activities, whether between
people, from a resource (such as a book, newspaper or computer file) to an individual or
from the individual to him/herself (reminder). Each individual has different preferences for
how he/she goes about attaining, storing, processing and presenting information. These
processes are depicted in the Basic Flow ofData diagram of Figure 2.2.
1. Personal Organizers
There are primarily two types of "day-timers" or personal organizers: paper-based
and electronic. It is common practice for many professionals to use these devices to
manage meetings, contacts and task scheduling information. The size of paper-based
organizers and the way in which data is entered makes them useful because they are very
portable and conducive to immediate data entry (collection) in most situations. Data
Retrieval
Figure 2.2: Basic Flow ofData
is entered by a handwriting instrument such as a pen or pencil or business cards may also
be stored in the organizer. Important information may be accessed at all times since most
people carry their organizer with them where ever they go. And, because they are
segmented into different sections such as calendar, tasks, contacts, notepad, etc., data
retrieval is quite convenient. They are, however, limited because they lack any type of
processing capability and are not a functional means of presentation other than to the
individual. Once data has been processed and the refined information is stored in this
format, the original data is irretrievably lost. Group synchronization and coordination of
schedules and activities is inconvenient because handwritten notes and schedules must be
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personally compared. If this manually compiled information is transferred into a digital
format, group scheduling and other processing are simplified while also enabling more
appropriate methods of group presentation.
Electronic organizers are similar in the functions they provide but differ
significantly in the manner in which data is entered and presented. These small battery
powered devices have a miniature keyboard which allows the user to "hunt and peck"
alpha-numeric keys to enter names, addresses, phone numbers and scheduling information
in digital format. Like paper-based organizers, they do not simplify group scheduling,
although some will allow the user to synchronize data with scheduling and contact
programs on personal computers that may be linked to group scheduling applications.
2. Notepads
An extremely simple and reliable aide, the notepad or notebook, assists in storing
collected data. Many professional Naval officers carry "wheel books" to record important
data for later use. This raw data is usually processed by the individual or is fed into more
sophisticated processing systems. The resulting information may then be recorded in the
notepad. While data entry is simple and convenient, retrieval becomes difficult as more
and more data is recorded. These devices also do not allow for effective group
presentations nor do they provide any type ofprocessing capability.
Paper-based organization devices are only as effective as the individual who enters
the data. Organization of entries must be done by the user to facilitate all subsequent
portions of the Basic Flow of Data. Automated organizers usually provide specific fields
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for storing data, compartmentalized locations and allow the user to query data records to
quickly locate specific entries.
3. Cellular Phones
The cellular phone is a very limited data organizer, but its primary role is as a
mobile communications device. Most cellular phone users view their phone as a portable
version of the device that all of the first world nations depend upon to maintain
communication. The cellular phone's greatest value is its wireless connectivity that
enables portable communications. Some cellular phone manufacturers have increased its
utility by providing an additional data entry port which accepts data streams from a
computer modem. With a mobile computer and a cellular phone, access to electronic mail
(email), the Internet and corporate intranets is only a phone call away from any place on
earth that lies within cellular coverage.
The increasing popularity of cellular phones has led to a huge growth in the
telephone industry. Suddenly, new area codes were required to avoid exhaustion of
available telephone numbers in regions throughout the nation. As cellular phones and
services become more useful and affordable, this demand will continue to increase.
4. Pagers
Until recently, small telephone accessed pagers or "beepers" only provided one-
way communication. Now, however, these devices are capable of sending as well as
receiving brief messages. Although not a preferred communications medium, pagers fill a
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vital role by affording mobile users direct access to information without having to take
time to communicate with other people. The initial intent for pagers was to notify an
individual who did not have access to a telephone or walkie-talkie radio of important or
emergency situations. Because of their small size, simplicity of use and communications
capabilities, the pager's popularity has blossomed to the extent that these tiny devices can
be seen on the belts of a large number of professionals and family members. Today, it is
common to see expecting fathers carrying pagers, and not because their job requires it.
5. Digital Personal Communication Systems (PCS)
Digital Personal Communication Systems (PCS) are the current trend for cellular
phone users and manufacturers. These are a combination of products and services that
provide the communication functions of the basic cellular phone along with two-way
paging and a contact database which stores frequently called names and phone numbers.
Although capable of regular telephone communication, the digital PCS, like a pager,
affords the mobile professional the luxury of receiving timely information without having
to interact with the sender of the information (asynchronous communications). This can
be very valuable in situations where conversation may take place out of necessity rather
than want . Many PCS providers include voice-mail as an optional service. PCS products
that couple voice-mail with a paging service allow users to receive more lengthy voice
messages in a timely manner. This is similar to having an answering machine that notifies
its owner when it has recorded a message. PCS phones also have an auxiliary data port
which can be connected to a portable computer to send and receive digital data.
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C. ERGONOMICS
Size, weight, shape, appearance, capabilities and methods of entering data are all
contributing factors to making any device useful. Together, these factors compose the
design quality known as ergonomics. The field of ergonomics has become well known
due to the role it has played in the worldwide auto industry. Through the 1980's car
manufacturers were forced to produce automobiles that were fuel efficient, economical
and stylish. Many American companies which had traditionally produced "muscle cars"
with a large engine and a heavy chassis had a difficult time adapting to this new design
paradigm. Japanese manufactures had spent years perfecting the economical design
because their nation's markets had dictated such car styles. As American companies
slowly adapted, the Japanese had an additional advantage. They also understood the value
of making the inside of the vehicle as pleasing as the outside. Important engine gauges
and controls were strategically placed closer to the driver allowing for a more comfortable
and convenient driving atmosphere. The word "ergonomic" even became part of their
advertising campaigns. It would seem that just knowing that this word existed, helped
many American car buyers to better understand why they preferred the Japanese design
over that ofAmerican car makers.
As with cars, work aides are only useful if they are appealing and convenient to
use. The user interface is the primary means by which the user evaluates a device.
Therefore, it is critical that it be appealing and simple. Many work-saving devices have
been developed but are not popular because they are inconvenient or difficult to learn and
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and use. In designing the user interface for the new Windows CE operating system,
Microsoft's Robert OTIara, the original development manager for the PalmPC comments:
Overall, the lesson we learned in designing the user interface for the
PalmPC and AutoPC ~ and the lesson that you have to keep relearning
throughout your life — is that making something simple is hard. The fewer
pixels you have on a screen, the more precious each one becomes. And
there's a very natural tendency to try to pack lots of information in. But
you have to keep reminding yourself that some things don't necessarily
belong on a smaller interface. (Jerney, p. 3)
D. CONVENIENT, TIMELY ENTRY OF DATA
Communication is also required with all devices that assist in accomplishing work.
The actions that the user must take in order to communicate with the device must be
simple and unimposing. Quite simply, devices which impede communication will not be
used. A complex interface such as layers of menus that require the user to make specific
choices often lead to impatient and dissatisfied users. As a result, the device gets placed in
a drawer and is not utilized. There are four basic processes that must be made as simple
as possible in order to develop a highly useable work assisting device:
Ready-to-use:
When the user wants to use the device, it should be ready immediately for
data entry. Most personal computer users have become accustomed to
waiting for their computer to "boot up." In most work-related situations
where the professional needs to use a device, a delay is not acceptable.
The only delay associated with using a pen and notepad is the time
necessary to retrieve both items from where ever they are stored. This is
very minimal and both the user and the information provider are usually
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accommodating. On the other hand, if the user retrieves an electronic
device that must warm up before it can be used, the user will have to alter
his/her routine in order to better prepare for its use. This is a luxury that is
not available in ad hoc environments such as chance meetings while
walking down a hallway. Electronic work aides must be ready to use as
the user has them in hand.
Data entry procedures:
The user must be able to communicate and enter data into the device in an
unobtrusive manner which is familiar to the user. For example, the news
reporter scribbling notes furiously into a notepad while listening and
speaking to the interviewee. An even simpler solution is the pocket tape
recorder which merely records the voices of the individuals. This tape
recorder is preferred because it unobtrusively records the conversation and
unlike the notepad, it records everything and not just the comments that the
user decides to annotate.
Organization of information:
Once the data is entered into the device (stored), it must be organized in a
fashion that is logical and familiar to the user. Paper-based organizers
allow the user to organize by location - separate sections for scheduling
information, addresses and notes. Organization is important for only one
purpose - retrieval.
Information retrieval:
As with entering data into the device, retrieval of information must also be
quick and uncomplicated. In this aspect, the notepad may be preferred to
the tape recorder because the user may "earmark" specific pages to make
locating them easier. The tape must be rewound or forwarded repeatedly
until the desired information is found. Complex data storage techniques
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often lead to the "shelving" of devices with very simple data entry methods.
The mobile professional or the individuals with whom he/she communicates
does not have the time nor patience to hunt through complicated menus of
choices in order to retrieve pertinent information. Once the desired
information has been located, it must be presented in a format that the user
can readily comprehend without difficulty.
When combined in one device, all four qualities produce a product that is both
useful and useable. However, these features are rarely viewed directly by the user. They
are all encompassed by the complex concept of a user interface which usually presents
graphical representations (icons) of both data and processes. The user interface goes far
beyond just the viewing screen and may include the keyboard, mouse or pen, other "hot
keys" or buttons, the layout and positioning of all these controls. The nature of the
human's interaction with the machine is the motivation for producing an economically
pleasing device. However, because of its reliance upon human preferences which are
often difficult to explain, ergonomics is extremely complicated is rarely perfected.
E. EVOLUTION OF PERSONAL COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Although the digital computers of today have their roots in the abacus dating back
to the Chinese Tang dynasty (618-906), and early mechanical calculating devices, credit
for the design of the first modern computer, the "analytical engine," is given to Charles
Babbage in the 1830s. The first fire control computers for naval gunnery were developed
in the early twentieth century. The first computers were actually machines with moving
parts much like clocks, but the early electronic computers of the late 1930's and 1940's
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were built of vacuum tubes consuming entire rooms and huge amounts of electricity. In
1939 John Atanassoff constructed the first electronic digital computing device. The first
fully automatic calculator was the Mark I, or Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator,
which Howard Aiken developed in 1939 at Harvard. The first all-purpose electronic
digital computer, ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Calculator) was
developed in 1946 at the University of Pennsylvania. In 1951, UNIVAC (UNIVersal
Automatic Computer) became the first commercially available computer capable of
handling both numeric and alphabetic data. The capabilities of these computers were quite
limited to specific mathematical processes. Designed like telephone switchboards, patch
panels allowed operators to manually reconfigure them for other purposes. These
switchboards are a fine example of an ergonomically incorrect, unfriendly user interface!
By the late 1950s and early 1960s, first-generation computers were replaced by the
transistorized second-generation machines that could perform a million operations per
second. The transistor lead the way to smaller, more powerful mainframes with
significantly lower power requirements. These new supercomputers did, however, have
very specific climate needs. Mainframes were often placed in climate controlled rooms to
filter out dust and maintain specific operating temperatures and moisture content. They, in
turn, were replaced by the third-generation integrated-circuit machines of the mid-1960s
and 1970s. As well as becoming smaller, this new generation of computers became more
durable and were able to be used in more standard environments such as business offices.
Increasing capabilities and complexity caused computer purchasing and operation costs to
remain high. Computers were a luxury that were only affordable to corporations and were
rapidly becoming a necessity in order to compete in the world of big business.
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Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s the development of the microprocessor
spurred the evolution of increasingly smaller but powerful computers such as the personal
computer. The introduction of the personal computer (PC) represented the potential for
computers to become a part of every household and they provided the average citizen the
ability to store, retrieve and manipulate data in ways they had not been able to previously.
The desktop PC lead to the laptop which in turn lead to the personal digital assistant
(PDA) or the palmtop computer. The palmtop is the culmination of the evolution of
commercial computers and micro-electronics and is the subject of this research.
1. Increased capability, smaller size, lower cost
The trend of all technology is to provide more capability, in a smaller device that
eventually costs less than previous versions. Manufacturers typically set high prices for
their new products in order to recoup development costs. As technology progresses, the
advent of more capable products devaluates previous models and causes their prices to
fall, maintaining consumer buying activity until the technology is no longer useful. The
continuous increase in capability enables users to increase their productivity by simplifying
or automating existing tasks while developing new ones to gain a competitive edge. This
relentless technological progression requires corporate and private consumers to keep
pace in order maintain their competitive position. The name for this phenomenon is the
"technology treadmill."
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2. Obsolescence of computer technology
The previous section developed the concept of technological obsolescence. The
motivation for consumers on the technology treadmill is to stay abreast of computer
technology in order to stay competitive... in other words, to avoid becoming obsolete
along with their aging equipment. It is the nature of technology to improve upon previous
designs, thus making them obsolete. This obsolescence carries with it a considerable price
for both the corporate and private consumer. Once consumers step on the treadmill, they
cannot step off, so they must continually spend money to upgrade to newer technology. If
they do not, they will lose their competitive position and die.
3. Classes of Personal Computers
The computer evolution previously presented notes the existence of several types
of personal computers. Each of these PCs serves specific needs which are reflected in
their designs.
Desktop PCs:
Direct descendants of larger minicomputers, these are the first
generation of the personal computer. Desktop computers account
for the majority ofPC systems produced and purchased in the U.S.
computer industry. PC technology is rooted in the desktop
computer. It is the test bed for which most PC components and
peripherals are developed and tested. As these new components
are proven on the desktop, they are then miniaturized and adapted
for use in the smaller, more portable classes of personal computers.
The desktop PC has loose size constraints and the primary design
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concern is consumer demand - if the consumer wants it and it can
be built and sold for a profit, it will be produced for the desktop.
Laptop or Notebook PCs:
The next generation of personal computers was developed to allow
for portable computing. These smaller personal computers are
capable of running the same operating systems as desktops. Mobile
professionals who are constantly away from their office (if they
even have one) demand computers that can accompany them where
ever their business may take them. As more and more less-mobile
professionals and private citizens discovered the potential that
portable computers afforded, the popularity of laptop computers
increased and they began to proliferate throughout the economy.
Development cycles of laptop computers lag that of desktops by
approximately three to six months. This period of time is necessary
in order to sufficiently minimize components to fit into the smaller
laptop form factor.
Palmtop or Handheld PCs:
Laptop PCs just were not small and mobile enough! In response,
the concept of the palmtop PC was born. About the size of a
checkbook, these miniature personal computers are small enough to
fit into a suit pocket, briefcase or purse. These tiny devices have
few if any moving parts such as hard disk drives. They run
especially adapted or proprietary operating systems which provide
scaled-down functionality of contemporary PC operating systems.
Models of palmtops vary greatly in size, functionality and
capability. Input devices for these models of portable computers
also vary. In general, they make use of keyboards and/or stylus
pointing devices (pens). The value of these tiny computers lies in
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their portability. Comfortable to carry and convenient to retrieve,
the palmtop can accompany the professional in countless situations
(meetings, travel, working lunches) and provide instant assistance
with information related tasks.
Hybrids (Sublaptops/Subnotebooks):
Technological advancements have led to extremely miniaturized
versions of laptops which are capable of running full-scale versions
of current desktop operating systems. Peripherals are often
sacrificed in order to meet size constraints. Subnotebooks typically
have fewer built-in media drives and ports and provide low-end
multimedia capabilities. However, they do provide connections for
portable CD-ROM, Zip and floppy drives.
F. PC AND PALMTOP OPERATING SYSTEMS
A computer, whether a PC or mainframe, is only as effective as its operating
system. As processors became faster, additional capabilities and layers of abstraction
added to their complexity. This trend continues but the developers of today's major
desktop operating systems were faced with difficult problems when consumers demanded
similar performance from miniaturized platforms. Each developer has significant amounts
of manpower, research, time and money invested in the full-scale operating systems
around which they have built their organizations.
Operating systems, like the hardware they control, had to become less
sophisticated in order to meet the memory and processing requirements of smaller
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platforms. In order to minimize development cycles and costs, producers of operating
systems have attempted to make use of existing products.
As personal computers became more affordable and their operating systems
became more understandable, homeowners began buying IBM-based personal computers
which led more software developers to start producing products for these types of
computers. Growth in the home PC market also encouraged hardware manufacturers to
begin production of components of these machines. Intel was one of the most significant
early entries into the PC hardware realm. Being less of a bureaucracy, they were flexible
and quick to introduce new products. Their innovative designs standardized the
production of central processing units (CPUs). With this standardization came huge
increases in the number of PC software developers which in turn increased the usefulness
of personal computers. Decreases in hardware production costs and the large amount of
software producers and their products are the true reason why over 40% of American
households have at least one personal computer.
1. Windows 3.1/3.11
When Microsoft first developed Windows it was not really an operating system but
more of a graphical user interface to make the PCs more understandable for the average
user. The graphical representation ofprograms and data structures was first introduced by
Apple in the mid 1980s. Microsoft continued to revise its Windows line adding more
functionality, increasing the level of abstraction from the underlying DOS operating
system and consequently, increasing the storage and memory requirements. In the early
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1990s, as corporate networks increased in popularity, Windows 3.1 was the final version
of the single computer "operating system." Windows 3.11 or Windows for Workgroups
added network capability making it a preferred user interface for businesses PCs.
The Windows line was the vehicle through which Bill Gates hoped to attain his
vision of a PC in every home in America. Apple's success with graphical user interfaces
made their products very popular with primary education facilities but their refusal to
license software developers to produce programs for the platform led to a minuscule pool
of software titles from which users could choose. IBM's version of the personal computer
enjoyed greater success. Capable of running a variety of operating systems, the IBM-
based PC had open standards for software development which caused substantial growth
in the industry.
2. Windows NT
As client-server networks increased in popularity, replacing mainframe systems,
mastery of network operating systems became a requirement for the Chief Information
Officer. In this realm, Windows for Workgroups led the way for Microsoft's network
operating system known as Windows NT. Unlike its competition, NT had a more
graphical user interface which facilitated both network management and client use.
Windows NT became to network operating systems what Windows was to DOS by
providing simplified user/administrator interaction with operating system functions.
Throughout the 1990s Windows NT underwent revisions which increased its
communications capabilities and provided tools for network administration. Integrating
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World Wide Web protocols and services with local area architectures and network
systems such as Novell NetWare and Banyon Vines increased Windows NT's userbase.
Continuous graphical user interface upgrades allow this complex network operating
system to appear friendly and familiar to stand-alone users.
3. Windows 95
The follow-on to Windows 3.1/3.11 was Windows 95. This is the first Windows
that is truly an operating system. Windows 95 does not rely on DOS running underneath
to provide access to basic machine functions. Microsoft's vision of the future of PCs
places them in networked environments. Windows 95 was developed with many of NT's
network capabilities allowing it to be run on both stand-alone, as well as network PCs.
Also included are Plug-n-Play features which provide automatic detection and
configuration of components and peripherals. Many system configuration and monitoring
tasks are accomplished by the operating system, allowing less computer-oriented
individuals a less intimidating computer environment.
The most noticeable features of Windows 95 are its graphical user interface and
multitasking capabilities. The "desktop" is the initial screen state that the user sees when
no programs are running. The GUI allows for ready access to any program or data files
by placing shortcuts on the desktop. Additionally, programs that are running may be
minimized to clear the screen allowing access to the desktop or to other programs that are
running simultaneously. Previous versions of Windows required the user to be more
savvy of the operating environment to be able to navigate through program windows
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which may overlap or completely cover one another. Program minimization places icons
in the "Taskbar" at the bottom of the screen, accessible at all times while operating in the
Windows environment. The new GUI approach made navigation between processes
quick, convenient and simple for all users regardless of their experience with computers.
4. Windows CE
Microsoft's Windows CE operating system is an adaptation of Windows 95. The
intent is to "create information once, then access it from anywhere." Many of the
functions that 95 provides for PCs are available for handhelds with CE. The GUI was
designed to make the user feel immediately familiar because it is nearly identical to
Windows 95. The first version of CE was extremely limited in the functionality that it
provided. Now in its second version of development, Windows CE has improved
communications capabilities and allows for devices with color and larger displays and
interfaces that are even more similar to Windows 95. Windows CE computers were not
designed to be used solely as stand-alone information organizers. Multiple
communications media including a serial cable connection, infrared port, Web access via
telephone modem (built-in or PCMCIA) and PCMCIA Ethernet cards are available
through which the handheld may exchange data with desktop computers, other Windows
CE devices and printers.
Windows CE was not developed solely for use in handheld PCs. This operating
system is meant to be portable to new personal computing product lines called the PalmPC
and AutoPC and also to a multitude of household appliances, the first of which is the set-
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top television tuner for the cable television giant, TCI. The final vision of Windows CE is
an operating system that will power networked appliances throughout everyday life
allowing for centralized control of the home environment. Its compatibility with desktop
PCs will enable the "home server" concept in which the furnace and air conditioning
system, the toaster, the VCR and television, the microwave and all other home electrical
appliances is controlled by a server that is configured and operated by the homeowner via
a simple to use display.
This research will focus upon the usability of currently available Windows CE
devices by professional officers of the United States Navy and Marine Corps. Critical
success factors for the use of Windows CE handheld PCs and ergonomic weaknesses in
the current implementation of the graphical user interface and device design will be
identified.
G. COMMUNICATIONS AND CONNECTIVITY
The ability of computing devices to communicate with others has become a
significant factor in determining the success of such products. An example of this is the
AM radio. It was quickly replaced in automobile dashboards by AM/FM stereos because
these radios could receive more music and entertainment stations. The cellular phone is
another such example. A cell phone that cannot effectively allow its user to "roam"
between and among coverage regions is only useful to the user who does not travel very
far with it. For that reason, cellular service providers standardized their protocols to allow
for nation-wide roaming and then incorporated the standards for digital service as well.
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Connectivity refers to the computing device's ability to communicate with a
network of computers in order to share information. Connectivity not only implies an
actual connection, physical or virtual, but also encompasses protocol (software/firmware)
requirements so as to specify a common language for that communication. Often times,
the physical connection of a machine to a network is the simplest part of the operation.
The intricacies of complex network operating systems are usually simplified to basic
underlying protocols. These protocols, such as TCP/IP allow computers of different kinds
(Macintosh, Intel-based PCs, UNIX, etc.) to communicate. While protocols are a critical
component of any computer network, this research concerns itself more with the method
in which connections are made.
1. Telephone
The telephone has become the most popular man-made communications device
throughout the world. Because of this popularity, it is a commonly found item throughout
societies across the globe. This makes it a popular connection method for computer users
to attain connectivity to networks. The majority of existing telephone systems are analog
and provide bi-directional long distance communication capability.
a. Conventional, "Plain Old Telephone Service" (POTS)
"Plain Old Telephone Service" or POTS refers to telephone network
connections found in homes, hotels and other businesses throughout the United States.
These lines provide simple to use, conveniently located connection ports with standardized
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connection hardware. The RJ-11 plastic coupling provides a strong physical connection
between the telephone and the cord and also between the cord and the telephone jack.
Analog signals are transmitted through twisted pair copper wiring to the local telephone
company at which point long-haul transmission is provided by fiber optic lines or satellite
channels.
POTS lines account for the large majority of computer modem connections
to networks. These connections typically are provided by local Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) or national Internet access firms such as America Online, CompuServe or the
Microsoft Network. All of these organizations maintain large modem banks which
provide remote access via telephone modems to connect to their network assets through
remote access servers (RAS). Corporate intranets are networks that serve business
organizations and usually provide RAS connections for mobile personnel or to allow
employees access from home. While any stationary computer may achieve connectivity
through a POTS line, the only option available to truly mobile and remote users may be to
make use of RAS connections through cellular phones. In either case, maximum
bandwidth is 33.6 Kbps outbound from the user and 53 Kbps inbound.
b. ISDN
ISDN is a completely digital network that can provide many data and
telecommunications services. All data streams whether voice, computer data, audio or
video are digitized for transmission over twisted pair copper wiring to the local telephone
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company. As with POTS lines, long distance transmission occurs through fiber optic lines
or through satellite channels. There are two types ofISDN service available:
(1) Basic Rate Interface (BRI) - is a digital
communications line consisting ofthree independent channels: two B channels, each at 64
Kilobits per second, and one D channel at 16 Kilobits per second. The B channels are
used for carrying the actual digital information and may be linked together to provide an
aggregate 128 Kilobits per second data channel. The D channel is used to carry network
signaling and supervisory information. Each of the two B channels is treated
independently by the network, allowing for simultaneous voice and data, or data only,
connections to different locations. With specialized hardware and software, multiple B
channel connections can be aggregated to achieve file transfer rates of several Megabytes
of data per minute or more.
(2) Primary Rate Interface (PRI) - The Primary Rate
standard is a higher-level network service with a transmission rate of 1 .544 Megabits per
second, which is compatible with commonly used Tl digital lines. The Primary Rate is
comprised of 23 B channels, each at 64 Kbps, and one 64 Kbps D channel for signaling.
These B channels can interconnect with the Basic Rate Interface, or to any POTS line
when carrying voice services.
Due to its higher prices, business organizations are the principle customers
for ISDN services. ISDN requires special cabling and connection hardware other than the
common RJ-1 1 jacks and connectors of POTS lines. There are also distinct modems for
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use with ISDN lines. Where POTS modems convert the digital signals from the computer
into analog, ISDN modems simply reformat the signals for transmission over the digital
communication line.
c. Cellular Telephone
As mentioned previously in section II, B, 3, the cellular telephone affords
the mobile computer user a popular solution to the connectivity problem. Cellular capable
modems for laptops and other portable computing devices allow the modem to connect to
a cellular phone which then transmits over microwave frequencies to the antennas of
cellular service providers. From there, interfaces to conventional telephone services are
available. Availability of cellular services is dependent upon coverage areas of the service
providers, therefore, the cellular method of achieving connectivity may not be appropriate
when operating in remote areas without cellular coverage.
2. Other Network Connection Methods
Although most home and remote computer users opt for network connectivity by
telephone communications there are several methods available. Some require physical




Ethernet is the most common of today's network cabling systems.
Composed of twisted pair copper wires, Category 5 10-Base-T Ethernet cable affords
better performance than its predecessor, 10-Base-2 coaxial cable, in the areas of
transmission bandwidth, installation flexibility and connection hardware. For the network
maintenance personnel, Ethernet is much easier to work with and provides simpler
computers connections. Coaxial cable is more rigid and cannot be bent as much as twisted
pair cable, making it more difficult to route through confined spaces. Coaxial couplers are
bulkier than the RJ-45 modular plastic couplers used for Ethernet cable. Twisted pair
Ethernet network cards are also less bulky and can be more easily integrated into portable
computing devices where space is valued commodity.
b. Radio Frequency (RF)
Truly portable computing devices require truly portable communications
media. This means transceivers providing wireless connections with network access
points that can be easily carried and do not require bulky power supplies. RF networks
have much in common with cellular telephone networks. For example, they both share the
problems of coverage areas and interference. Remote portable computers can only attain
connectivity in areas covered by RF transceivers and antennas. These networks are
currently in the state of development that cellular networks were in their infancy.
Coverage areas are limited to select major business cities and usually require proprietary
equipment and software. Roaming between service providers is not much of a problem at
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this time because there are so few networks and service providers! Approval of the IEEE
802. 1 1 standard for wireless data communication is sure to remove this barrier.
Ranges and connectivity of RF network communications vary widely.
Short-range (less than 100 feet) point-to-point connections allow access to individual
desktop resources while long-range (about 40 miles) systems provide the coverage and
services of a wide area network (WAN)- In between is the most common implementation
of wireless networks. Medium-range (less than a mile) RF transceivers forming a local
area network (LAN) provide the mobile computer user connectivity via a bridge that
connects the wireless transceiver to the wired network. As with cellular networks, the
strategic placement of multiple RF transceivers form "cells." When placed in locations
covering an area such as a business complex or educational campus, users are afforded
seamless connectivity as they roam between cells. This wireless LAN may then be
connected to other LANs forming a large-scale WAN.
Minimization of interference is inherent to most radio LANs which utilize
spread-spectrum, frequency-hopping techniques. These networks also provide security
measures; depending on the complexity of the frequency-hopping algorithm and optional
encryption capabilities, external monitoring or eavesdropping may be extremely difficult if
not impossible. Combined, these two factors greatly improve system availability.
The U.S. military typically operates in remote areas where commercial
communications are not available, nor do they meet security requirements. Therefore,
digital data networks for the battlefield and their secure communications systems must be
highly portable, scaleable and flexible. As mentioned previously, suitable existing
commercial systems are not available. However, they may be implemented using
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commercial off the shelf (COTS) products. But the intricacies of this task are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
c Infrared
Infrared is the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that lies between
visible light and microwaves. As a communication media, it provides short-range (2-20
feet), variable-bandwidth connections for data transmission. The most common uses of
infrared energy involve remote controls for household appliances such as televisions and
VCRs. More recently, infrared has become more prevalent in portable computers as a
means to connect to desktop PCs and as a channel providing connectivity to a small-scale
LAN. Infrared communications are very portable, flexible and secure. Equipment is light-
weight and compact which makes it appropriate for handheld PCs and laptops, but it is not
a preferred method of communication due its low-bandwidth, although some
implementations achieve throughputs nearing that of Ethernet (10Mbps). Because
infrared energy dissipates rapidly, it does not travel far, making it difficult to intercept in
order to eavesdrop on communications.
Many models of H/PCs and laptops incorporate infrared ports to be used
for short transmissions of data, ideal for ad hoc network environments. In order to
guarantee compatibility between devices, a standardized infrared transfer protocol called
IrDA has been established.
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d. Satellite
The most costly but most feasible communication alternative for remote
field operations in extremely isolated areas involves the use of satellites. Low-Earth orbit
(LEO) satellites may be operated by private commercial organizations or by the military.
They are in orbit at approximately 500 miles above the Earth and may be either geo-
stationary or geo-synchronous. Commercial systems provide two-way data and messaging
communications either globally or regionally. They are extremely useful in the
commercial transportation industry for tracking trucks and other assets. Satellite
communications are even used to locate stolen personal automobiles.
The equipment necessary for satellite communications is expensive to
produce, purchase, operate and maintain. Additionally, the power required to reach
satellites 500 miles above the Earth's surface is substantial which translates into large,
cumbersome power supplies that must be transported along with the communications gear
when taken into the field. The general rule for communications equipment is that larger
bandwidth means larger equipment. Space is always a limiting factor no matter what
military platform the satellite equipment is to placed upon. For Naval ships with large
bandwidth requirements, the equipment is bulky and often times difficult to mount in the
most effective locations since space is a luxury and any weight placed above the ship's
center of gravity effects stability. More significantly, portable satellite equipment for
ground forces is even more obtrusive. The battery packs are large, heavy and bulky and
do not provide sustained power. Nonetheless, satellite communications may be the only




The modem, or modulator-demodulator, is a component that enables digital
computers to send and receive signals over communication channels. Different modems
are used depending upon the type of communication media. As mentioned earlier,
conventional (POTS) telephone lines transmit analog signals. ISDN telephone lines
transmit digital signals. Cellular telephone and RF networks may be either digital or
analog and therefore, may require modems that are capable of detecting the type of
transmission media in order to allow the computer to properly and safely communicate
over the channel. In general, the term modem refers to an analog telephone modem.
Today's modems for portable computers are extremely compact yet house many
communication capabilities. The PCMCIA card completely restructured the manner in
which portable devices achieved connectivity. Although originally developed as a means
of increasing portable computer memory, these cards, approximately the size of a credit
card but thicker, are highly portable and durable due to their lack of moving parts. The
PCMCIA (or PC card) may be easily installed and removed from portable computers
enabling multiple, flexible configurations. Many PC cards combine the functions of
different communications adapters. These are known as "combo cards" and may allow for
communication via telephone and Ethernet lines simultaneously. Although there are many
other versions of PC cards, this thesis will focus on their use as a communications
component, or specifically, as modems.
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a. Analog Modem
Analog is an older technology that is less complex and used more
throughout the world as a communications medium. It produces a more accurate
representation of the original signal but cannot be precisely manipulated by a computer.
The analog modem is the interface that converts the computer's digital data stream into
analog signals for transmission over conventional telephone lines. Voice signals are
analog in nature, meaning they are not confined to a finite set of ranges in pitch and
volume. The analog phone line shares these characteristics to some extent. All pitches of
a steadily increasing tone are transmitted unaltered. On the other hand, the computer,
with its binary digital signals has instantaneous discrete levels of pitch while volume is
usually constant. The digital-to-analog conversion accomplished by analog modems
results in less signal information loss. Because analog signals cannot be manipulated by a
computer, they cannot be enhanced or reproduced, only amplified. In the amplification
process, not only is the signal amplified, but also any noise present.
b. DigitalModem
Digital signals produced by a computer are composed of samples whose
duration (time) are uniform. Digital signals only have specific values and are incremented
in discreet steps. When an analog signal is converted to digital, an instantaneous sample
or slice is measured and that value assign for the duration of the sample period. In this
process, large quantities of signal information are lost if either the sampling increment or
the sample period is too large. This loss of signal information results in errors. Increasing
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the number of samples per unit time and/or decreasing the increment size produces a more
accurate result.
When digital lines of communication are utilized, modems perform
different functions. Previously, the use of modems with ISDN telephone lines was
discussed. Since computers generate digital signals, these special purpose modems simply
repackage the digital bit stream into a format appropriate for the digital transmission line.
This results in higher bandwidths for digital channels. Digital communication channels
make inline signal processing such as regeneration and encryption possible.
c. Radio (RF) Modem
Radio communication systems may be either analog or digital. Usually, RF
systems are implemented to meet a specific need by utilizing one technology or the other.
Digital radio links allow for inline encryption and frequency-hopping, which are critical
elements of battlefield communications systems because they minimize the effectiveness of
enemy jamming (intentionally generated interference) and interception (eavesdropping)
efforts. Similarly, cellular telephone networks may be either digital or analog. However,
because existing areas of coverage may use either digital or analog links, cellular phone
manufactures may include both types of transceivers in their handsets, to provide
maximum coverage and usability. Cellular links may also utilize the same frequency-
hopping and encryption technologies to minimize environmental interference and prevent
eavesdropping.
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H. INTEROPERABILITY OF PALMTOP AND CONVENTIONAL
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
The term "Handheld PC" is a misnomer because PC has come to imply a set of
operating systems, software and interfaces that may be run on a computer system.
Palmtop computers are not capable of running either PC software or operating systems.
Therefore, the term "PC Companion" may be more appropriate. Unlike "Handheld PC,"
this name implies the importance of the conventional PC (laptop or desktop) in the
usability of the pocket-sized computers. In other words, for most users, the palmtop will
not replace the personal computer, but rather, augment it. This can only be accomplished
if the two machines can communicate, sharing data to be utilized by processes for which
each computer is more appropriate. Therefore, interoperability between the conventional
PC and the palmtop is essential.
1. Windows NT Compatibility
IT-21 is the Navy's policy to ensure the procurement of interoperable computer
systems for use into the twenty-first century. This initiative requires that all new computer
assets be networkable via the Windows NT operating system and support the Microsoft
Office suite of applications. Systems do not necessarily have to run NT, but they must be
compatible with it. Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of IT-21, palmtop
computers, meant to interact with Navy network computers, must support connections
through Windows NT.
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2. Reliable Communications Interfaces Between Palmtop and Desktop
Computers
The conventional personal computer is the most common method for installing
software on a palmtop computer. Furthermore, it is often preferable to use a personal
computer for data entry because of its larger viewing screen and keyboard. However, the
mobile professional usually needs calendar/scheduling and contact information at all times,
including while away from the desktop PC. Additionally, the mobile computer user
typically uses the palmtop to compile notes, send email, manage tasks and compile a wide
variety of data. The palmtop is well suited for these tasks, but these items need to be
transferred to the personal computer at one time or another. The interdependency of the
two computers is apparent. In order to keep the two synchronized, a simple, convenient
and reliable method of data exchange must be available to transfer files back and forth.
The original development manager for the PalmPC, Robert CHara describes the
synchronization process for the Windows CE devices and also includes his vision for how
this process will occur in the future:
Today, the operation of synchronizing with your desktop, for example, is
still a somewhat cumbersome and overt action," says OUara. "We've
made it as easy as possible by allowing you to set it in a cradle and it
synchronizes automatically. But you still have to set it down. I can
imagine that in a couple of years we could have a local area wireless
network, radio frequency-based, where my device could remain in my
briefcase and still synchronize with my desktop as long as it comes within a
certain distance of the computer. (Jerney, p. 3)
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I. PORTABILITY
The U.S. Naval forces are highly mobile and usually operate in demanding, remote
locations. Unlike the term implies, professional Naval officers, live in a competitive,
dynamic environment in which there exist enormous information requirements - although
they often do have an office, they rarely occupy it in order to complete their duties.
Accurate, timely information is crucial to decide appropriate actions no matter where the
officer finds him or herself. The results of poor decisions may be catastrophic in times of
war. However, this thesis is more concerned with the information requirements of Naval
officers in shore-based activities and the methods they entail to manage their job-related
tasks while mobile.
The most important factor in determining a device's portability is its size. For it to
be a desirable piece of equipment to carry at all times, it must fit easily into a pocket or
convenient carrying case. A second important design consideration is ruggedness or
durability. A device that seems fragile will not be used by a mobile user. This means the
shell must be able to withstand the inevitable scratches and bumps of everyday life on the
go. Battery life is another quality that is necessary in a preferred electronic portable
device. Not only must it function on battery power but it must do so for acceptable
periods of time. The remaining factors, such as convenient data entry and simple graphical
user interface which are inherent in effective portable computing devices have been
thoroughly covered in the discussion of ergonomics in section II, C.
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J. DURABILITY IN NAVAL ENVIRONMENT
Durability was briefly mentioned in the above section, however, considering the
environment in which Naval officers exist, it is a topic worthy of more discussion. Not
only are professional Naval officer mobile but they travel into a wide variety of conditions.
For example, an aviator may be called upon to conduct an aviation mishap investigation in
the wooded swamplands of Mississippi. A Civil Engineering Corps officer routinely
inspects facilities on remote sites. Surface warfare and submarine warfare officers may be
tasked with supervising the installation of new equipment while in dry dock. Marine
Corps Infantrymen, Aviators or Communications officers frequently participate in field
exercises in rugged terrain and extreme weather. The portable computing device must be
designed to operate effectively in such conditions for prolonged periods of time. If it
cannot, it will be left in a desk drawer with other items such as staplers and hole punchers
that have been deemed inappropriate for use in the field.
The demands placed on mobile computing devices are high. But the demands
placed on them by Naval officers are even higher. The palmtop computer is a device that
may be considered relatively inexpensive, but it still is not a piece of equipment that can be
readily replaced should it malfunction or become damaged. Each user configures each
device to meet a specific set of needs. This configuration process may be time consuming
and is not a task that many individuals will be willing to repeat while mobile. If the
computer is not sufficiently durable, the officer will quickly forsake it and opt for less
sophisticated but reliable means.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. OVERVIEW OF NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL STAFF OFFICER
PALMTOP COMPUTING PROJECT (NPS-SOPCP)
The palmtop computer is a new device in the world of portable computing.
Because of this, there has been little research published in the area of usability and
ergonomics, let alone specific studies of usage by military officers. For this reason the
Naval Postgraduate School, Staff Officer Palmtop Computing Project (NPS-SOPCP) was
conceived. The NPS-SOPCP was designed to provide data which answers two questions:
1 ) Can professional Naval officers benefit from the use of highly portable computers to
assist with information management tasks? and 2) How well do current Windows CE
devices suit these tasks? In order to produce data on this subject, actual Naval officers
have to be observed using such devices in their daily job routines. The NPS-SOPCP is the
vehicle developed for this purpose.
B. NPS-SOPCP PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES
The NPS-SOPCP was a research project designed to compile data describing the
effects that portable computers have on the information management processes of
professional Naval officers. The NPS-SOP was designed so as to attain data describing
the "before" and "after" states of Naval officers' information processing methods. The
"before" state refers to the way in which tasks are accomplished without a palmtop
computer. The "after" state refers to the role which the palmtop plays in assisting with
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task completion. Collecting data in this manner allows for a comparison between digital
(palmtop) and analog (paper-based) methods.
C. NPS-SOPCP DATA COLLECTION
The collection of data describing the usage of palmtop computers by professional
Naval officers was the sole purpose of the NPS-SOPCP. Therefore, data must be timely
and accurate. Two methods of data collection were utilized in this research project.
1. Project Surveys
Survey questions were phrased so as to attain specific data in a number of areas
including communications, computer skills, technical proficiency and general information
and task organization. Initial surveys were used to compile data describing the "before"
state of information processes while subsequent administration of surveys provided data
describing the "after" state. Additional data was attained through personal discussions at
group meetings.
a. NPS-SOPCP Survey
The Naval Postgraduate School, Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project
Survey was the first survey to be administered and was designed to provide the baseline
data describing the participant's approach to information management and organization
and was also used to evaluate technical proficiency. The NPS-SOPCPC Survey was
administered initially before exposure to the palmtop computer, then a second time at the
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end of the four week project. Participants were able to compare the ways in which they
attained, stored, processed, retrieved and presented information prior to and after using
the palmtop computer. This was the longest of the two surveys and demanded the most
time on the part ofthe subjects.
The survey was oriented toward the value that the participant places on
types of information and to determine how information is managed and processed. It was
intentionally vague in mentioning specific palmtop computer applications or technologies
in order to encourage the participant to be descriptive, yet use his/her own words to
describe the process and not the tools.
After using the palmtop for a four week period, participants complete the
survey a second time. Their initial responses were readily available so they could,
themselves, make comparisons and determine how they may have changed their
information management tasks by using the palmtop. Appendix B, Part I includes the
participants' actual NPS-SOPCP Surveys.
b. Palmtop Technology Survey
The Palmtop Technology Survey was designed to attain data regarding the
specific palmtop computing device (HP360LX) that the participants use. It was
administered initially at the end of Week 2 of the study and again at the completion of the
project at Week 4. Comparison of iterations of the surveys enabled an analysis of the
learning curve for each subject. The participants' actual Palmtop Technology Surveys are
included as Appendix B, Part II.
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c Survey Analyses
The two project surveys have been analyzed manually and with the
assistance of a spreadsheet. Both survey analyses are found in Appendix C. Part I of the
appendix is the analysis of the NPS-SOPCP Survey while Part IT is the analysis of the
Palmtop Technology Survey. Each analysis is composed of a Survey Summary and the
digitized versions of each subject's survey forms from Appendix B. Survey Summaries
provide general trend information and compilations of responses by all five participants.
The survey analyses begin with sample sections describing the pages of the spreadsheet
and any calculations that are performed to yield quantitative values. Included are
combinations of questions that have been designed to derive additional information
describing the subject's preference for using technological solutions to assist with manual
tasks and specific information regarding the HP 360LX. The NPS-SOPCP Survey
Analysis has an additional component called the Correlation Analysis which details the
procedures and results ofcombining specific survey questions.
2. Participant Interviews
The second method of data collection utilized by the NPS-SOPCP involves
structured and unstructured vocal interactions between the project administrators and
participants. During project meetings and other interactions, data received regarding
device preferences and information management procedures were annotated for use later.
These notes were used to evaluate the performance indicators listed below in Section D.
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3. Participant Journals
Electronic project journals are text files stored on the device. Participants were
encouraged to record comments regarding the product and the way in which they must
interact with it in these files. Participants were free to use whatever methods they
preferred, however, the selection of a non-device-based method may indicate either a
preference to not use the palmtop for this purpose because of inconvenient data entry or a
reliance on more conventional methods of recording data. This second approach
contributes to the participant's technological proficiency.
4. Subjective Evaluation
Personal discussions with each participant were used to analyze their willingness to
use a palmtop to assist with tasks. Observations and discussions were used to determine
the individual's technical proficiency. These assessments were subjective because
responses were difficult to quantify and, therefore, could not be evaluated quantitatively.
In doing so, the author relied on previous experience as a counselor to interpret verbal and
non-verbal responses as objectively as possible. However, complete objectivity is not
possible in human interactions.
D. NPS-SOPCP PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The project cannot produce accurate, reliable data unless fundamental performance
indicators were defined. The effective implementation and use of a technological device in
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a human's daily life depends primarily on the individual, as well as the specific device. In
order to evaluate the "before" and "after" states of each participant, three interrelated
indicators were formulated.
1. Technological Proficiency
Since humans typically "fear that which they do not understand," proficiency
strongly implies an understanding of the topic, in this case, technology. Efficiency is
also implicit in proficiency. To be proficient, the individual must not only have an
understanding of the topic, but also must be able to anticipate possible results of actions
and respond efficiently. The final component of proficiency is of a physical nature. The
proficiency that an individual develops in using a device is directly related to the
convenience in which the device affords interaction. This is an ergonomic design issue.
Technological Proficiency is a significant factor in accurately determining the two
remaining performance indicators.
2. Device Preference
For this study, the term "Device Preference" is used as a measurement of the
subject's willingness to employ an electronic device to assist with routine personal and
job-related information management tasks. The actual measurement of this quality will be
described in Chapter IV. An individual's willingness to use, or receptivity of a device is
reflective of that individual's proficiency and the device's design. A simple interface along
with other ergonomic factors discussed in the previous chapter directly effect the
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participant's willingness to use the palmtop device since a complex system of interactions
is often difficult to understand. Size and weight are major factors in determining
receptivity to use. A heavy, burdensome device will not be used because it is not
convenient. On the other hand, users are much more willing to use a small, unobtrusive
device.
3. Device Proficiency
For the purpose of this study, the term "Device Proficiency" describes an
individual's familiarity with technological computing and communications devices and the
ability to learn how to use them to assist with tasks. The actual measurement of this
quality will be described in Chapter IV. The proficiency that the participant develops by
using the palmtop will be limited by the ergonomic design issues mentioned previously and
by the individual's willingness to expend effort to make the device work for him or her.
This assumes that the device is not inherently friendly and requires user interaction to
accomplish tasks. This seems to be a safe assumption since most machines do not
physically or logically function like the human operating them. A device which is not too
difficult to learn how to use encourages the user to use it more. In so doing, the user
becomes more adept and eventually masters the device. This is what is meant by
proficiency with the palmtop.
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E. PROJECT PLANNING
The NPS-SOPCP was a four week project composed of events which must occur
at specific times. These events included introduction and training sessions, palmtop
issuance, administration of surveys and group meetings.
1. Officer Selection
Project participants were selected from all active duty United States Navy and
Marine Corps officers at the Naval Postgraduate School who were not in billets directly
involving education. Officers in positions which were common at shore facilities were
preferred. The study group was composed of both male and female officers with a
mixture of senior and junior personnel ranging from paygrades 0-3 through 0-5.
Participants were selected because they had varying degrees of familiarity with computers
and technical knowledge. Varying job responsibilities and information requirements
allowed for collection of a spectrum of data and individual preferences. Table 3.1 is an
anonymous listing of the officers participating in the NPS-SOPCPC.
Table 3.1: NPS-SOPCP Participants
SUBJECT SERVICE RANK TITLE SEX
1 USN CDR (0-5) Executive Officer F
2 USMC LtCol (0-5) Marine Representative M
3 USN LCDR (0-4) Asst. Programs Officer F
4 USN LT (0-3) Material Div. Supply Officer M
5 USN LT (0-3) Asst. Public Works Officer M
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2. Project Equipment
A popular model of handheld computer was used in this study. All of these
devices had to be "as-is" commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) units that were interoperable
with IT-21 Naval computer assets. Six Hewlett-Packard 360LX palmtop computers were
procured because they included many of the typical functions and programs common to
Windows CE version 2.0 devices and they were designed to communicate with Windows
95 and Windows NT systems. Figure 3.1 contains Hewlett-Packard 360LX specifications.
The Hewlett-Packard 360 LX
is a first generation, pen-
based, Windows CE handheld
computer that runs the
Windows CE 2.0 operating
system. The units used in this
study have the following
specifications:




Power - 2 AA Rechargeable
Batteries
Microsoft Pocket Word, Excel,
RAM-8MB
Docking Cradle for Synchronization
Infrared Communications Port
AC Power Adapter
Flash Memory Card Slot
Microsoft Pocket Outlook:
PowerPoint and Internet Explorer Calendar, Contacts, Tasks, Email
Figure 3.1: Hewlett-Packard 360LX Specifications
Since the palmtop's complete effectiveness cannot be achieved if operated as a
stand-alone computer, each device was equipped with a docking cradle to connect with
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the desktop or laptop computer and to recharge batteries. One PCMCIA telephone
modem was also supplied. This modem makes remote access to email and web browsing
possible. Project participants were encouraged to try their own PCMCIA modems with
the palmtops. Although not procured by military means, other PCMCIA cards were
utilized. A LAN modem combo card was used to test Ethernet connectivity and a VGA
adapter card tested group presentation capabilities.
The final pieces of hardware are provided by the project participants. Their
desktop or laptop PCs either at work or at home were to be used to synchronize data and
provide the ability to download additional applications. Other equipment used for the
project included existing local area network (LAN) assets including remote access servers.
LAN administrators played critical roles in resolving network access problems, as well as
attaining necessary UNIX accounts.
F. IMPLEMENTATION OF NPS-SOPCP
Having completed the planning stage, the project was executed accordingly. Once
a baseline evaluation of each project participant was completed, palmtop computers were
issued. Introductory information and training was provided but specific tasks other than
those for which the palmtop manufacturer has included software applications was not
suggested. Since the initial use ofpalmtop computers by officers in the military will be by
individuals who purchase the devices with their own funds, participants were strongly
encouraged to utilize the palmtops for all tasks, personal, as well as job-related. This also
promoted the use of devices in all aspects of daily life. This realistic use of the devices
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provided a more accurate assessment of the product's ergonomics and usability while
promoting the development of proficiency.
a. Initial Administration ofNPS-SOPCP Survey
Once the Naval officers had been selected, each participant was asked to
complete the NPS-SOPCP Survey describing methods of information management in the
"before" state. These surveys were quite lengthy and adequate time to complete them was
provided. To ensure the collection of accurate data, clarification of questions was
strongly encouraged.
b. Initial Training
The initial meeting with all participants was meant to promulgate project
and equipment information and demonstrate the use of the palmtop. Only the HP360LX's
basic functions were explained and demonstrated to allow the users to experiment and find
additional applications. This process also allowed for evaluation of each participant's
learning curve. Following the initial meeting, assistance was rendered upon request to
connect the participants' palmtop and desktop computers.
c Recommended Tasks
The Hewlett-Packard device comes with numerous applications built-in.
These applications include calendar, task and contact management capabilities as well as
email, word processing, spreadsheet and presentation software.
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d. Usesfor Palmtops
Specific communications capabilities were demonstrated and all subjects
participated in an exercise in the infrared transmission of data files. Operation of a
PCMCIA card, battery recharging and desktop synchronization procedures were
explained. Add-on handwriting recognition software has been included as a data entry
option.
e. Journal: On-Going Comments ofthe Palmtop
As stated above in section C, 3, participants were specifically advised to
maintain an on-going text file of product "likes and dislikes" and project comments and
observations. These real-time notes would help with more accurate responses to post-
project survey questions and encourage the participants to use the device regularly.
/ Mid-Project Review Meeting
After two weeks of using the palmtop computer in their daily routines, a
mid-project meeting was conducted. In this meeting, subjects presented information
regarding their usage of the palmtops. Data in the form of files and personal contacts
were shared and transmitted via infrared and network email communications. Questions
regarding difficulties were discussed, documented and, if possible, resolved. A thorough
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discussion of product likes and dislikes allowed participants to identify and convey
shortcomings in product capabilities and project expectations.
g. Initial Administration ofthe Palmtop Technology Survey
Having used the palmtop for two weeks, participants may then render an
assessment of the product and its functionality. Participants' initial preferences were easily
determined from the Palmtop Technology Survey responses.
h. Final Project Meeting and Debrief
The final two weeks allowed the participants further familiarization with
the HP360LX in which they could also use the devices in ways presented by other
participants at the mid-project meeting. Following the second two week period, a final
meeting occurred in which participants stated overall opinions of the device and the
project.
Project administrators (the thesis author and advisor) provided their
observations and supplied additional topics for discussion in order to promote individual
and group participation in a dialog regarding the use of technology and information
processes in everyday life. Thorough discussion of device ergonomics occured providing
insight into design problems inherent to this rendition of the palmtop computer.
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L Final Administration ofNPS-SOPCP Survey and Palmtop
Technology Survey
Both surveys were redistributed to participants for final responses.
"Before" and "After" states were thoroughly described following completion of these
surveys. Collection of the surveys officially completed the Naval Postgraduate School
Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project.
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IV. FINDINGS
A. SURVEY DATA INTERPRETATION
Data from the two surveys utilized in the Naval Postgraduate School Staff Officer
Palmtop Computer Project was interpreted and analyzed to produce information regarding
the use of palmtop computers by Naval officers, their information management needs, and
their preferences for a device to assist with such tasks. Appendix C, Part I is the analysis
of the NPS-SOPCP Survey and the analysis of the Palmtop Technology Survey follows as
Appendix C, Part II. Table 4.1 anonymously lists the officers participating in the study
and provides briefbackground information.
Table 4.1: NPS-SOPCP ] participants
Subject Rank Service Title Sex
1 CDR (0-5) USN Executive Officer F
2 LtCol (0-5) USMC Marine Representative M
3 LCDR (0-4) USN Assistant Programs Officer F
4 LT (0-3) USN Material Division, Supply Officer M
5 LT (0-3) USN Assistant Public Works Officer M
1. Analysis of the NPS-SOPCP Survey
Each subject was evaluated on two aspects pertaining to electronic computing
devices. These aspects are referred to as: "Device Preference" and "Device Proficiency."
Device Preference is defined as the subject's preference to use an electronic computing
device to automate or assist with routine tasks (preference for a specific device was not a
factor). Device Preference is binary, either the individual prefers to use or does not prefer
to use technological devices. Device Proficiency is defined as the subject's ability to
effectively utilize such a computing device to automate or assist with routine tasks.
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Device Proficiency is a subjective trait which was measured according to the rating scale
presented in Table 4.2. This scale was used to quantity responses throughout the NPS-
SOPCP Survey to assign numerical values to devices and applications to determine the
participant's Device Proficiency. Higher values indicate more complicated mobile
technology while lower values indicate simpler devices or applications that are typically
common in everyday life.
A summary of the results of the NPS-SOPCP Survey is found in Table 4.3 and
presented graphically in Figure 4.1. Actual surveys completed by project participants are
Part I of Appendix B. The survey was implemented prior to issuing palmtop computers to
subjects and then again after the four week trial period. For this reason, there were
separate areas for "Pre" and "Post" responses. The comparison of responses to identical
questions answered before and after palmtop utilization allowed for the determination of
whether using the device may have 1) prompted the subject to adapted his/her work
routine to the device, 2) prompted the subject to configure the device to adapt it to his/her
work routine, and/or 3) prompted the subject to adopt a new approach to tasks and
information management. Detailed notes regarding the interpretation and any functions or
calculations performed by the spreadsheet may be found in the text boxes on the Survey
Summary, Correlation Analysis and Sample Subject spreadsheets of Appendix C, Part I.
Analytical comments regarding the information provided by each question are in color
coded text to correspond with the appropriate response data on the Correlation Analysis
Sheet.
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Table 4.2: NPS-SOPCP Survey Ralting Scale
VALUE Description Example Devices Example Applications
1 Basic on-off operation, Household appliances, Note-taking, sketching,
no other user camera, toaster, writing a list, etc. (This
interaction, no special blender, pocket tape category does not
skill or knowledge recorder, Post-It notes, contain software
required. note pad, etc. applications).
2 Simple interaction or Household appliances, Word processor, email,
interface very limited phone, television, calendar, address book,
skill or knowledge calendar, pager, fax voicemail, etc.
required. machine, etc.
3 Limited user input, VCR, cellular phone, Web browser, personal
interface requires user digital camera, date- finance software,
to be somewhat familiar timer, electronic personal information
and knowledgeable. organizer, etc. manager (PIM), etc.
4 Extensive user Desktop computer, Presentation software,




5 Same as 4 but involves Portable computer, Database, network
portability and mobility laptop, palmtop, PDA, management, video
and possibly etc. teleconferencing, etc.
remote/wireless
capabilities.
2. Analysis of the Palmtop Technology Survey
The second survey, Palmtop Technology Survey (Appendix B, Part II) was used to
evaluate the subject's actual usage of the HP 360LX. This survey allowed participants to
list their likes and dislikes of the palmtop, describe shortcomings, better define their
preferences for a palmtop computing device and clarify the impact it had on their work
and personal routines. The analysis of the Palmtop Technology Survey is Part II of
Appendix C. As with the NPS-SOPCP Survey, detailed notes regarding the interpretation
and any functions or calculations performed by the spreadsheet may be found in the text
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boxes on the Sample Summary, and Sample Subject spreadsheets. Comments regarding
the analysis of response data are in other text boxes on the Survey Summary sheet.
The comments from the two analyses discussed above were used extensively in
stating the findings of this research. In the following sections references to specific survey
responses and their analyses shall be made in the format (C, II, 9) meaning Appendix C,
Part II, Question #9.
Table 4.3: NPS-SOPCP Survey Results
Device Preference Post-Pre Device Proficiency Post-Pre
Subject (Pre) (Post) Delta (Pre) (Post) Delta
1 34 39 5 88.60 114.60 26.00
2 41 44 3 103.50 112.50 9.00
3 36 36 99.50 99.50 0.00
4 48 55 7 120.20 143.28 23.09
5 35 40 5 93.17 108.50 15.33
Mean 38.80 42.80 4 100.99 115.67 14.68
Range 14 19 7 31.60 43.78 26.00
Median 36.00 40.00 5 99.50 112.50 15.33
Mode N/A N/A 5 N/A N/A N/A
Standard
Deviation
5.81 7.40 2.65 12.17 16.48 10.57









Figure 4.1: NPS-SOPCP Survey Results
B. DATA INTERPRETATION AND MEASUREMENT BIAS
The measurement and quantification of data greatly impacts the interpretation of
results. Because of this fact, it is important to be aware of the underlying premises that
the author has in interpreting and analyzing survey data. For several questions, the two
parameters measured, Device Preference and Device Proficiency, are left to subjective
evaluation for the assignment of quantifying values. While the methods documented in
Table 4.1 were uniformly applied to all responses, there exists an inherent bias. The
emphasis of this research is on portable computing, therefore, the highest score is only
assigned to tasks, applications and devices that are mobile in nature. Therefore, it should
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be expected that the values of Device Proficiency measured at the conclusion of the study
are higher than those measured at the beginning. This parameter is still an effective
measurement because it indicates the extent to which the subject utilizes the palmtop and
its capabilities.
C. BACKGROUND OF PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
Many of the questions on the NPS-SOPCP Survey are intended to determine the
participants' familiarity with and knowledge of computers. For example, all five
participants have used word processing programs, spreadsheets, databases, scheduling
applications and email (C, I, 22). Sixty percent of participants consider themselves to be
"Knowledgeable" of computers and the remaining 40% consider themselves "Somewhat
Knowledgeable" (C, I, 23). With regards to computer proficiency, 40% evaluate
themselves as "Somewhat Proficient," 40% as "Proficient" and 20% as "Very Proficient"
(C, I, 24). And finally, 20% of participants feel "Somewhat Comfortable" with
computers, 40% feel "Comfortable" and the remaining 40% are "Very Comfortable" (C, I,
25).
The desktop computer was noted by all five participants before and four after, as
being one of the three most important items on their desks. The second most noted item
was the telephone. Initially, two subjects indicated the calendar as one of the three most
important items. After the study, the calendar was noted by three participants. Only two
subjects listed the palmtop as one of these important devices at the completion of the
study (C, II, 7). All participants routinely used their desktop computers and fax machines
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in their jobs. Personally, all subjects owned a film-based camera and four out of five
owned a personal computer. One participant owned both a desktop and a laptop
computer (C, I, 15). These and additional factors combined to establish the numerical
values ofDevice Proficiency listed in Table 4.3 and presented in Figure 4.1.
In summary, all participants owned at least one computer and were experienced
and comfortable, using them regularly. Since most participants owned and used similar
devices, their Device Preference and Device Proficiency scores were also similar.
D. PALMTOP USABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY
The principle reason for the existence of the palmtop computer is to improve
productivity. An ultra-portable computing device should allow its user to collect, store,
retrieve, process and present data and information while away from traditional computing
resources. Measuring the degree to which a handheld computer improves productivity is a
difficult process because of the existence of numerous random variables. As described
previously in Chapter III, the NPS-SOPCP attempts to minimize the number of technical
random variables by providing a standard platform for all participants. Additionally, each
HP 360LX was configured with identical software applications. Therefore, the main
source ofrandom variability was the individual participant.
A review of survey comments quickly revealed that the palmtop computers utilized
in this study did not provide a significant improvement in productivity. Although all
participants who connected the palmtop to their desktop PCs were satisfied with the
synchronization process and three out of five participants believed that all Naval officers
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could benefit from using a palmtop, four of the five participants do not believe that the
palmtop increased their productivity (C, II, 9). Subject #1 was the only one to specify
why this was so. Her reasons were both software and ergonomically-based. The use of
an incompatible scheduling application on her desktop PC caused her to have to enter data
twice, while in her routine interactions with others, she felt using the device for taking
notes was impersonal and inappropriate. Similar questions regarding simplification ofjob
tasks (C, II, 11) and time savings (C, II, 12) yielded the same results, most participants
believed the device was not effective. Subject #4 states, "The PDA does work out great
for meetings, but its layout is cumbersome" (C, II, 11) then specifies how the device was
helpful, "It saves me the hassle of retyping notes for distribution" (C, II, 12).
The Naval officers participating in this study selected daily schedules and email as
the first items of information looked at upon arriving at work (C, I, 1). The participants
unanimously selected email as one of the three most import work-related tasks (C, I, 2).
At the beginning of the study, email was most often ranked first as important work-related
information. At the end of the study, daily schedules became the item most often ranked
first. Daily schedules also had the greatest increase in priority. Initially, daily schedules
were ranked first by 20% of participants, after the four week study, this rose to 60% (C, I,
3). Four out of five selected email as the most important means of communication at
work, the other subject ranked it as the second most important (C, I, 12). Ironically, after
two weeks of use, only two participants listed it as a function they used regularly on the
palmtop and only one continued using it by the end of the study (C, II, 10). Explanations
given by participants at the Mid-Project Review cited a work routine in which email was a
sort of ritual conducted first thing every morning while sitting in front of their desktop
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PCs, not necessarily because the application was inconvenient to use. None of the
participants used the device while traveling on temporary duty though, so this may be a
situation where they would utilize the palmtop's email capability more. Another
explanation resulting from the Mid-Project review was that "the palmtop's email program
is like an eye chart due to the size of the unit's display! And powering the modem really
shortens the battery life."
Although only three participants use email in their personal activities, email and
task lists were initially, most often ranked first as the forms of information that they
needed immediate access to throughout the day. By the end of the study daily schedules
again rose to first place (C, I, 4). Because most palmtop owners use them to integrate
both work and personal tasks, participants were encouraged to do the same. However,
only two subjects actually integrated both work and personal tasks - neither of them used
the palmtop to do so. Subject #2 integrated two-thirds of his work and personal tasks,
including his calendar, day-timer, task lists and reminders (Post-It notes) on paper-based
devices. Subject #5 initially integrated 20% of his tasks then finished the study by
integrating 40%, all using paper-based devices (C, I, 3,4 and 5).
Overall, each subject organized his/her work and personal information to
approximately the same extent, but subjects #1 and 2 were marginally more organized in
their work-related tasks (C, I, 3, 4 and 5). Most participants organize their work and
personal files "by topic" (C, II, 8 and 10). At the beginning of the study, most participants
organized their files "a couple of times per week" and they generally, organized their files
more frequently following the study (C, II, 9 and 11).
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In general, the palmtops utilized in this study did not significantly improve
productivity due to ergonomic design issues. While all participants were similar in their
organizational habits, listing email as an important means of communication, they
preferred not to use the palmtop for this purpose.
E. OFFICERS' PREFERENCES
The surveys and meetings provide an excellent forum for participating officers to
voice their preferences and recommendations for palmtop computing devices.
Additionally, Question #19 of the NPS-SOPCP Survey was designed to capture the
specifications that these five Naval officers produced for an ideal mobile computing
device.
1. Palmtop model
According to the project participants, if a device that meets their needs could be
used by entire command, organizational efficiency could be significantly improved.
Subject #5 states "Personal contact and interaction is still vital in an effective organization
but use would improve routine correspondence, scheduling of meetings and transfer of
information" (C, I, 20). Preparation time for meetings would be significantly reduced.
Meetings would begin and end on time as a result of the scheduling applications.
Information needed for meetings could be retrieved on the spot and shared with others
without having to carry around cumbersome paper. The following is a description of the
"ideal portable computing device" as compiled from participants' responses to survey
questions (C, I, 19):
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• It should be pocket-size and offer data entry by voice, handwriting recognition
and/or a keyboard.
The palmtop should allow for scheduling appointments (with an alarm), task
lists, an address book, a note-taking application (not a word processor utilizing
handwriting recognition but allowing electronic ink notes that can later be
organized and converted to text if so desired), a separate word processor
application, a basic calculator, spreadsheet and database functions, graphical
image display, email and Internet access and file transfer and printing
capabilities.
It would be able to connect to other devices via direct cable connection,
infrared link, built-in cellular modem and/or regular telephone modem. These
connections would enable synchronization with a host PC and file access and
transfer to other PCs and remote devices.
2. Compromises between portability (size) and capability
Participants were generally dissatisfied with the size of the HP 360LX. Initially,
three participants stated the size discouraged them from using the device, while the
remaining two were indifferent to its size. Following the study, only one subject remained
indifferent to its size while the remaining four noted it as a use-discouraging factor (C, II,
2). During the Mid-Project Review several participants stated that the device actually
attempted to provide "too many capabilities but only did a marginal job at them." Subject
#3 stated, "For a portable device, efficiency and speed are more important than
functionality. The functionality of a desktop or laptop P.C. does not fit in this box." And
regarding Microsoft Pocket Word and Excel, she comments, "I don't want that on my
palmtop."
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3. Functions provided/not provided
Although Subject #2's comment that the palmtop needs a bayonet fitting was made
in jest (C, II, 15), it lightheartedly presents the point that this device needs several
improvements to be useful for Naval officers. Most Windows CE products currently
available provide many of the functions available on a desktop or laptop, but they do not
have a method of entering data that is as efficient as these larger devices. The primary
complaint of every participant in this study concerned the ineffectiveness of the
handwriting recognition software. This may be a result of it being a trial version of the
product which does not have all of the capabilities of the full version available for
purchase. Nonetheless, many participants expressed a desire to have voice recognition
available on a handheld computing device. If this functionality were reliable and could be
ported to a small device, such as the one previously described by the participants, it would
encourage more widespread use of the palmtop computer among the Naval officer corps.
The Mid-Project Review generated an interesting discussion involving "document-
making and note-taking." Most participants would have been more pleased to have an
application that allowed them to enter notes in electronic ink rather than having them
digitized by the handwriting recognition software and imported as text into the word
processor. There are several such products available commercially but none ofthem were
included in this study. Since handwriting recognition and electronic ink note-taking are
not an inherent function of Windows CE devices, right-out-of-the-box, this palmtop was
not found to be immediately ready for use by these Naval officers.
The fact that palmtop computers are more applicable in some jobs than others was
presented by Subject #1. During personal interviews she discussed how she could have
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used this device more thoroughly in previous job assignments, "but as an XO [Executive
Officer], someone else takes notes while I'm in a meeting and I really don't need a
spreadsheet." She describes herself as "Fascinated with the technology!! Love the idea of
it - can see real potential. But, [it] just didn't end up being the kind of tool I need in this
job" (C, II, 16). During the course of the study she discovered that what she needed was
not a palmtop computer but an electronic organizer that is available for a fraction of the
price.
F. USE OF A PALMTOP TO ASSIST IN DAILY JOB TASKS
(WILLINGNESS TO USE A PALMTOP)
The NPS-SOPCP discovered numerous factors that discouraged the participants in
this study from using the palmtop. Primarily, these were ergonomic design problems that
will be difficult to solve given the computer's size constraints. Data entry, as discussed
above, was frequently cited as the reason for many of the participants' dissatisfaction with
the device. The size also contributes to a more fundamental issue of portability. Although
the palmtop is significantly smaller and more portable than a laptop, it was too large to fit
into military uniform pockets and was described as cumbersome (C, II, 15).
Consequently, subjects were less willing to carry it with them while at work. For that
reason, it did not prove to be an effective aide to these Naval officers in managing
information in their routine tasks.
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G. PARTICIPANT'S ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS AND FUNCTIONS
All participants were encouraged to use the palmtop however they deemed
necessary, for as many tasks as possible. Some subjects were quite exploratory in their
utilization of the device while time constraints and busy schedules prevented others from
using the handheld computer on a regular basis. The general increase in values of Device
Preference tabulated in Table 4.3 indicate that these participants attempted to utilize the
palmtop. Ergonomic design issues were found to be the primary factor that prevented
participants from even wanting to experiment. In summary, palmtop usage by members of
this study group appeared to be proportional to computer expertise. Subject #4, an avid
computer user, states this most appropriately, "The size is fine, but the program layout and
data entry method can make most computer non-users uncomfortable... it needs more of a
familiar pen and paper feel" (C, IT, 1 5).
H. DATA INCONGRUENCE
Having discussed the study project participants' descriptions of an ideal handheld
computing device and their comments during project meetings, an incongruence becomes
obvious. NPS-SOPCP Survey responses to Question #19 indicate that they would like
devices that incorporate numerous capabilities. But their comments during meetings
described a device that was quick and simple to use. This may indicate that there is, in
fact, confusion as to what capabilities a palmtop should provide. The contention about
what is the right device seems to be based on two distinct design paradigms: 1) strip it
down to a simplistic device that presents all functions for ready use and 2) build in
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numerous functions typical of full-size PCs but make them more efficient and effective




A. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The previous chapters have presented a great deal of handheld computer technical
information compiled from numerous published sources and actual user data from Naval
officers through the Naval Postgraduate School Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project.
The interpretation of the NPS-SOPCP data and information has been discussed in Chapter
IV. This chapter will summarize all these interpretations to provide "big picture"
conclusions.
1. Impact of IT-21 on the Use and Procurement of Palmtop Computers
in the United States Navy
The compatibility of Microsoft CE-based palmtops allows for relatively simple and
reliable connections to existing IT-21 compliant Naval networks via Windows 95 or
Windows NT clients. However, presently, these palmtop computing devices do not
support network protocols such as Windows NT or Novell NetWare. Therefore, although
they are compliant with IT-21 requirements, they currently cannot take full advantage of
the power provided by extensive Naval information networks. The only tasks that are
available to a palmtop computer via a network connection are that of synchronization and
file transfer. Also, only specific file types may be transferred and manipulated by the
handheld device. Windows CE, being a scaled-down subset of the Windows 95 operating
system, does not process the same types of files and must convert those files that it
recognizes into a compatible format.
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Network resources other than the host PC that is running the Windows CE
Services proprietary software are not accessible to the palmtop user. For example, using a
PCMCIA modem, a remote user may access an intranet via a dial-up connection if that
network has RAS servers operating. From that point, the user then has access to email
and the World Wide Web and also may synchronize mobile device data with data on a
connected host PC. The mobile device must have first established a "Partnership" with the
PC in order to synchronize schedule, task and contact data in addition to file transfers.
The remote user is not able to access files on the host PC unless they are stored in the
synchronization folder. Files may only be transferred between the two computers in the
previously established partnership. Furthermore, the operator of the host PC is the only
user who may transfer files to the handheld computer. The palmtop user cannot select
files for download from the host. Third party applications such as Symantec's "pc
ANYWHERE CE ™" claim to be able to provide this functionality, but this software was
not a part ofthe NPS-SOPCP trial study.
Although these handheld computers are IT-21 compliant, it is not likely that they
will become a significant line item in Naval command supply requisitions. As the NPS-
SOPCP has demonstrated, these devices in their present form, are not highly desired by
officers. Without a substantial demand, procurement ofpalmtops will remain minimal.
2. NPS-SOPCP Performance Indicators
The Naval Postgraduate School Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project was
initially conducted so as to evaluate two qualities relating to the use of palmtop
computers. As defined in the previous chapter, "Device Preference" measures the
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participant's willingness to employ electronic devices in routine personal and job-related
tasks. "Device Proficiency" is an assessment of the participant's familiarity with electronic
computing and communications devices and the ability to learn how to use them. During
the study, many other areas of interest became apparent which were explored and
compiled through project meetings and personal interviews. Figure 5.1 is a graphical
presentation of the data compiled in Table 5.1. This data is taken from the NPS-SOPCP
Survey Analysis (Appendix D, Part I).
a. Device Preference
The surveys employed in the NPS-SOPCP were specifically designed to
evaluate this quality required of every palmtop user. The term was conceived and defined
by the author as a means of quantifying data generated for this thesis. Chapter IV and the
NPS-SOPCP Survey Analysis of Appendix C thoroughly discuss the measurement,
quantification and evaluation of Device Preference. In general, the NPS-SOPCP yielded
data indicating a mean value of 38.80 {standard deviation = 5.81) before subjects were
provided the palmtop computers and 42.80 {standard deviation = 7.40) after the
experiment. The standard deviation of pre-project Device Preference indicates that
initially, participants were relatively similar in their willingness to use electronic devices.
The increase in post-project Device Preference indicates that participants, at least,
attempted to use the devices for routine job-related tasks. Personal interviews established
that they subsequently desired to automate many tasks with a portable device, although










Figure 5.1 : NPS-SOPCP Survey Results
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Table 5.1: NPS-SOPCP Survey Results
*^P^ Device Preference Post-Pre Device Proficiency Post-Pre
Subject (Pre) (Post) Delta (Pre) (Post) Delta
1 34 39 5 88.60 114.60 26.00
2 41 44 3 103.50 112.50 9.00
3 36 36 99.50 99.50 0.00
4 48 55 7 120.20 143.28 23.09
5 35 40 5 93.17 108.50 15.33
J//Z////////^wmm. ^^^^^
Mean 38.80 42.80 4 100.99 115.67 14.68
Range 14 19 7 31.60 43.78 26.00
Median 36.00 40.00 5 99.50 112.50 15.33
Mode N/A N/A 5 N/A N/A N/A
Standard
Deviation
5.81 7.40 2.65 12.17 16.48 10.57
Variance 26.96 43.76 5.60 118.43 217.32 89.41
b. Device Proficiency
Table 5.1 indicates that prior to using a palmtop, project participants were
somewhat similar in their willingness to learn and utilize electronic devices. The average
value for Device Proficiency is 100.19 before palmtop usage. Following the four week
study, mean Device Proficiency rose to 1 15.67, not necessarily indicating that participants
became more able to learn to utilize the palmtop, but rather indicating that subjects
actually attempted to use the device in many of the areas surveyed. This rise in Device
Proficiency is due to higher values placed on survey responses specifying the use of the
palmtop or a portable application.
Scoring at approximately the mean for Device Proficiency, Subject #l's
final comment on the Palmtop Technology Survey is quite profound and informative, "I
ended up not using it the last 10-14 days of the study. I was too busy!" Palmtop
computers were invented to provide a resource to assist the busy professional in better
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managing tasks. But, as this comment indicates, this subject found this rendition of the
handheld computer too difficult or inconvenient to use in many fast-paced situations.
When viewing data for individual participants, it is not all that surprising
that Subject 4, a prior enlisted Navy Electronics Technician scored significantly higher
than the other members of the group in all categories. His high post scores capture his
efforts to use the palmtop in many areas to assist him in his work routines. Subject 3 is
the other notable participant. Before and after measurements of both qualities were
exactly the same. These statistical values indicate either a lack of actual hands-on palmtop
use or perfunctory survey completion. Based on information provided at project meetings
and personal interviews, the latter is believed to be the case.
c. Additional Areas ofInterest
The principle areas of interest discovered by the NPS-SOPCP involve the
ergonomic design of existing palmtop computers. Key participant feedback was received
through informal meetings and interviews and also at the project meetings scheduled at the
midpoint and at the end of the NPS-SOPCP. Participating officers often stated comments
that are the basis for the majority of the ergonomic limitations discussed below in Section
C, 1.
Because Windows CE 2.0 and the palmtop devices that utilize it are
relatively new, not much data regarding the use of such computers is published. Current
periodicals usually contain at least one article pertaining to this type of palmtop. These
articles are typically of a technical or functional nature, but many have been found that
support the ergonomic issues raised by the project participants.
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3. NPS-SOPCP Accomplishments
The Naval Postgraduate School Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project provided
data necessary to analyze the use of Windows CE-based handheld computers by
professional Naval officers. As a result of these data, descriptive information of the
strengths and weaknesses of these devices has been attained. The specific results are
presented in Chapter IV but a summary reveals strengths and weaknesses as perceived by
Naval officers, highly mobile professionals with extensive information demands.
4. Benefits Accrued by NPS-SOPCP
The study of palmtop computers in a professional environment has not been well
documented to date. The NPS-SOPCP made data generation and compilation possible for
the use of these devices in a Naval shore command environment. The Naval officers
participating in the study identified numerous ergonomic deficiencies which may be
specific to military users. The project also allowed for a reasonably objective evaluation
of one implementation of the Windows CE palmtop computer. Only one project
participant had any previous exposure to Windows CE devices. The remaining four
members of the study group were not at all familiar with them, but all five officers
expressed initial motivation to learn and use the HP 360LX. Their comments regarding
the shortcomings and benefits of the unit were generic in that they were not specifically
critical of Hewlett-Packard (the hardware manufacturer) or Microsoft (the operating
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system developer). Additional comments regarding the ineffectiveness of the Calligrapher
handwriting recognition software were equally objective.
In general, the following comparison of palmtop types was noted. It is strictly the
author's observation and estimation based on readings in current publications and the data
generated by this study. The following assumptions are made: 1) individuals involved use
some form of Windows on their desktop/laptop computers and 2) individuals have no
prior experience using a palmtop. Windows CE tends to be immediately preferable to
most users because of its familiar graphical user interface. Figure 5.2 indicates this
immediate satisfaction with the device because it is familiar. Satisfaction curves for the
Newton and PalmPilot devices are less steep initially, indicating less of a liking of the
device. However, as time progresses, Windows CE users tend to become less satisfied as
they realize that the CE operating system does not provide the same functions they have
on their desktop machines as they initially expected due to the familiarity with the GUI.
They are less pleased with functions and stop using them. This has been indicated by the
"Functional Dislike Point." The Newton and PalmPilot appear foreign and therefore
require more of a learning curve. But, the PalmPilot is preferred over the Newton because
of its simplicity. Over time, however, most PalmPilot and Newton users seem to maintain
satisfaction with their devices.
Figure 5.3 presents the users' performance with the device. Once again, because
of familiarity with the similar desktop operating system, Windows CE users become
proficient quickly while there is slightly different learning curve for the PalmPilot and
Newton. Although it takes longer to become proficient with the Newton, the final
performance is slightly less than the Windows CE device due to the more capable and
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complex operating system of the CE device. The PalmPilot is similar but its final
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Figure 5.3 : Palmtop User Performance
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Most studies of palmtop usage and satisfaction appearing in current publications
are short-range, lasting between an hour and, at most, a week or two. The results of these
studies typically reveal data producing curves similar to the shaded regions of Figures 5.2
and 5.3. Near the end of this period is the "Novelty Wear-Off Point" at which the slope of
the curves tends to decrease until they level off. During this time, the user has reached the
point of diminishing returns - the user is deriving a smaller increase in satisfaction per unit
time. The NPS-SOPCP study, because of its length of four weeks, allowed for
compilation of data reaching into the declining stages of satisfaction with the Windows CE
device (following the "Functional Dislike Point"). At this point the user experiences a loss
of satisfaction per unit time. After the user stops using functions that were found to be
inconvenient or not relevant, (such as the handwriting recognition and email applications
in the NPS-SOPCP) satisfaction again levels off and remains constant.
5. Project Data Incongruence
As discussed previously in Chapter IV, an obvious difference between participants'
responses to survey questions and their comments made in meetings exists. This
incongruent behavior is interpreted as confusion regarding the trade-off of capability and
simplicity that participants believe the palmtop should have. Survey responses described a
device that had numerous capabilities yet meeting comments concerned the complexity of
the palmtops used in the study. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the capability-simplicity trade-
off. The more simple, less capable PalmPilot is preferred in the long-term over the more
capable Windows CE and Newton handhelds. This is believed to be due to its quick, easy
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access to all available functions that the mobile user needs repeatedly. Where as the
complexity of the Newton and Windows CE devices seems to deliver satisfaction but not
to the extent of the simpler PalmPilot. In the case of Windows CE, this complexity was
found to decrease project participants' satisfaction, which lead to decreased use of the
device.
6. Limitations of NPS-SOPCP
As described in the previous chapter, the quantification of data is the most
significant limitation of the NPS-SOPCP. The qualities of Device Preference and Device
Proficiency were devised in order to measure the participants' willingness to use and
master an electronic device in their routine personal and job-related tasks. The manner in
which survey responses were rated in order to evaluate these qualities were subjective
although the methods of application were objective across subjects and survey questions.
Responses involving the use of a palmtop computer or other portable devices and
applications were assigned the highest weight. This inherently provides an advantage to
the handheld device. This method of weighting responses was, however, determined to be
the most objective due to the intricacy of assigning values to vastly differing tasks and
devices.
Initially, four weeks was thought to be a sufficient length for the study. As
participants began to use the devices and later became dissatisfied with ergonomic design
issues, in general, they used the handheld computers less. For this reason, the length of
the study was sufficient, however, it may have been beneficial to provide the same
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participants with a different palmtop product in order to draw a comparison between
implementations. For this reason, the study would be extended to allow users the same
amount oftime to become familiar with and implement the second device.
All participants in the study were assigned to shore commands. More mobile
operational units would provide subjects comprising a large portion of the Naval officer
corps. This would allow for analysis of the devices in truly Naval environments such as
onboard ships at sea and deployed Marine units. Similar studies and field testing have
previously been accomplished by the sponsor of this thesis, Marine Tactical Systems
Support Activity (MCTSSA). Hewlett-Packard handheld PC were used extensively in the
August 1997 training exercise named "Hunter Warrior." This testing is significantly
different from the NPS-SOPCP analysis in that it tested the technical feasibility of such
devices in a combat environment. These combat-oriented tasks allow deployed Marines to
access and provide information typically only available to higher echelons of the C4I
community. The NPS-SOPCP allows for analysis of the use of devices in the more
corporate environment ofa Naval shore command.
7. Role of the System Administrator
During the course of the NPS-SOPCP it became apparent that the information
systems administration must play a very active role in any command venturing to
implement the use of palmtops in any scale. Configuration settings for remote networking
are required so that handhelds may remotely log in via a RAS connection. SMTP email
accounts must be available for palmtop users. Scheduling data must be accessible to users
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ofthese devices, and more often than not, these applications must permit group scheduling
activities.
In addition to the synchronization and network connection issues, system
administrators must consider how to protect against hostile applications such as viruses
that may gain access to the network via the palmtop. Amazingly, there are no virus
protection applications available for Windows CE devices at the time of this writing.
B. STRENGTHS OF PALMTOP COMPUTERS
Clearly, there are many useful applications of palmtop computers both in and out
of the military environment. The bases for many of these strengths, paradoxically, also
contribute to the device's weaknesses. Among the most significant benefits that handheld
computers provide are its size, resulting in an extremely portable computing platform and
its wireless connectivity.
1. Portability
The primary motivation for the development of palmtop computers is portability.
Microsoft's initial design specifications for hardware manufacturers constrained the overall
size of the units and mandated that the internal power supply consist of only two AA
batteries. These constraints have resulted in devices with very small form factors and
somewhat varying battery lives.
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2. Communications and Connectivity
The infrared port proved to be an extremely useful component of the HP 360LX.
Wireless connections are very useful, if not mandatory, in ad hoc meeting environments.
Through this port, users may exchange contact information and entire files, as well as print
to IrDA compliant printers. The range for such connections is relatively short but it did
not present any significant problems in the situations tested. Other methods of wireless
communications such as cellular phone connections and RF LANs were not tested in the
NPS-SOPCP. Many service providers and product manufacturers were researched for
their ability to support Windows CE devices, however, such applications are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
C. LIMITATIONS OF PALMTOP COMPUTERS
The benefits of palmtop computers are numerous, as presented in the previous
section. However, along with these strengths come significant weaknesses which greatly
limit the usability and effectiveness of these portable computing devices. The limitations
discovered by the officers of the NPS-SOPCP study group primarily focus upon
ergonomic design factors, but research of publications and practical experience reveal
additional problem areas relating to hardware and software limitations.
1. Ergonomic Design Factors
Among the most significant ergonomic design problems were size and methods of
data entry. Every officer noted that the HP 360LX was small but inconvenient to carry
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because Navy and Marine Corps uniform pockets could not completely conceal them or
offer sufficient protection from incidental damage. Data entry was the most common
complaint voiced by project participants. The keyboards were too small to use efficiently
and the handwriting recognition software was ineffective. Additionally, the placement of
the keyboard in relation to the display made handwriting difficult as the user's hand often
touched the screen providing a second superfluous data input which confused the hand
writing software. Participants noted that these devices "try to do too many things." The
email capabilities were tested but it is a task that the users preferred to accomplish on their
desktop computers. Four out ofthe five participants expressed the need for a simple note-
taking application. Subject #3 stated these sentiments quite accurately, "I need a note-
taking device, not a document making device." As a result, most participants limited their
use of the palmtops to the simple calendar and address functions, which are available in
more conveniently sized devices with significantly smaller price tags.
2. Hardware Limitations
The palmtops utilized in the NPS-SOPCP (HP 360LXs) were based on the
Windows CE Version 2.0 operating system. This is the most recent release of the OS and
has not been extensively tested. The HP 360LX has 10 megabytes ofROM which houses
the CE operating system and Hewlett-Packard's proprietary applications, and eight
megabytes of RAM for storage of user data and additional programs (such as the
Calligrapher handwriting recognition software). The ROM is not accessible for user
storage, therefore, the available RAM is quickly consumed as scheduling, address book
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and program code and data are compiled. For this reason, the unit contains a Flash
memory card slot providing additional storage memory.
The serial connection to the host PC was found to be another problematic factor.
Each of the desktop computers used for synchronization in the study had a nine-pin serial
mouse. Therefore, the auxiliary 25-pin serial port was the only other option for
connecting the palmtop. This port, coincidentally, shares the same interrupt as most
conventional internal telephone modems. When the Windows CE Services software is
running on the host, the modem is not able to access the CPU and applications using the
modem are not able to execute. A relatively simple solution to this problem is a PS/2
mouse but this requires additional expenditures for equipment and installation which may
lead many mobile users who would like to synchronize remotely or access their desktops
via applications like "pc ANYWHERE CE ™" to abandon the synchronization process.
All palmtop computers suffer from the same limitation regarding power supplies.
The actual portable computing cycle life of these devices varies among different products
and manufacturers. In general, the mobile user may expect batteries to last between three
hours and one week, depending on features, applications and usage. The HP 360LX
provided sustained operation for over eight hours and more than a week when used
sporadically without the backlight display and without a PCMCIA modem card installed.
Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the PCMCIA slot was found to be awkward.
Modem cards would not seat completely in the units unless they were forced the final
eighth ofan inch. This proved to be fatal for one of the palmtops in the study. By forcing
the PCMCIA card, some of the tiny metallic pins were bent rendering the port inoperable.
Another problem arises from the support of third party peripherals. Not all products are
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compatible with these devices. The HP 360LX did not recognize several generic
PCMCIA cards which included modems and video-out adapters for group presentations.
The availability of compatible peripherals is an issue which will surely be rectified as the
platform gains notoriety and popularity.
3. Software Limitations
Similar to the hardware compatibility problem, there is not an abundance of
software produced for platforms running the Windows CE operating system because it is
still relatively new. This lack of applications greatly impacts the device's usability.
Software used in the NPS-SOPCP that was installed on the palmtops was extremely easy
to download from the host PC. In fact, the Microsoft palmtop-desktop interface was the
most effective and reliable of the applications run during the study. However, as the
following quote states, inherent functionality provided by the manufacturer is not enough
to guarantee the success of any computing platform:
The true value of every computer lies neither in its operating system nor in
the minimal package of applications that comes with it. Real computing
power is in the hands of the third-party software developers who write
programs for every conceivable purpose, many of which the product's
original designers never remotely considered...The success of every
handheld computer is largely a function of the availability of compatible
software. (Sullivan, March 1998)
It remains to be seen if such "killer apps" will increase the palmtop's use and popularity.




In summary, the Naval officers participating in the NPS-SOPCP found this
Windows CE device to be too complicated and inconvenient to be readily useful in the
majority of personal and job-related tasks. Unlike the PalmPilot which does a few things
VERY well, this Windows CE device does too many things only marginally well. As the
conflicting data from Appendix B indicates, Naval officers need a simple to operate,
portable computing device that fits in a uniform pocket, accepts data through handwriting
recognition or voice inputs and has numerous capabilities including: calendar/scheduling
with an alarm, task management, contact address management, note-taking, limited word
processing, spreadsheet and database management, internet and email access, while
providing connectivity for file transfer and printing via a direct cable connection, built-in
cellular telephone modem and infrared port. This conflict between simplicity and
capability leads to the unanswered question: "What are palmtops and what should they be
used for?"
The generation of concise product specifications is often difficult, as the NPS-
SOPCP indicated, but it pales in comparison to the engineering, both hardware and
software, that must be accomplished to produce such a palmtop computer. Chapter II
contains a history of computer developments. This history is quite easily summarized as
an evolution of computing devices which package increasing capabilities into smaller and
smaller form factors. With this in mind, it will not be long before the device specified by
the officers of the NPS-SOPCP is in production. However, as with all technological
trends, by that time, the specifications will, more than likely, not be the same.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. SUGGESTED FURTHER STUDIES
During the course of this research many additional areas of interest arose that were
beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, they are still intriguing and present some
very interesting topics for further research.
1. Comparison of Windows CE, Newton and Palm Pilot.
This thesis was limited to the use of Windows CE palmtop computers. Some of
the other powerful, portable devices such as Newton and PalmPilot provide similar
functionality on different platforms. Because many of the complaints that NPS-SOPCP
participants had regarding the Windows CE device were ergonomic in nature, a similar
analysis of the PalmPilot and Newton could prove to be very informative. A comparison
of these devices for their strengths, weaknesses and appropriateness for use by U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps officers would be beneficial because their ergonomic designs are
entirely different.
This may be difficult due to the recent cancellation of the Newton line of products
but many such devices are still available. Furthermore, in considering Apple
Corporation's endurance and persistence, it is highly likely that a replacement will be
developed to compete against the Windows CE line of products.
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2. Longer time period for study.
The length of the NPS-SOPCP was discussed previously in Chapter V. It proved
to be a limitation in that there was not sufficient time to upgrade software applications and
participants never really attained a sense of ownership for the device. If subjects actually
owned the palmtop and were solely responsible for it, they may feel more obligated to
make prolonged efforts to use the device. A study in which participants already owned
such a handheld computer or were provided one outright without having to return it
would have promoted at least one of the subjects of this research to have implemented it
more thoroughly. Knowing that this information management tool would be returned
after a month, several users stated that they did not want to become too dependent on it.
3. Conduct a similar study using Windows CE PalmPC devices as soon
as they are available.
The "Handheld PC," as Windows is touting this form factor ofpalmtop computers,
appears to be the wrong device for the research subjects who participated in the NPS-
SOPCP. The PalmPC, similar in design to the highly successful PalmPilot, is currently in
development by numerous manufacturers and are due to hit the market in mid to late
1998. These devices will run the Windows CE operating system on a significantly
different hardware platform. The literary research conducted on these devices reveals that
they meet many of the size requirements delineated by the NPS-SOPCP participants in
Chapter IV. A study of these devices in a format similar to that of the NPS-SOPCP
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would derive the effectiveness of such products in meeting the routine information
management demands of professional Naval officers.
4. Wireless Applications of Palmtops.
The palmtop is, foremost, meant to be a mobile computing device. This research
has been limited to the use of such devices in a shore-based Naval command environment.
In such an environment, wired connectivity is typically not difficult to attain. However,
further research in the area of wireless communications and connectivity for palmtop
computers would be extremely beneficial to U.S. Navy and Marine Corps personnel
considering that they are highly mobile and require portable means of communication to
support their mobile means of computing. Several such projects have been accomplished
by the Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity but the need for highly mobile
computing systems that can be carried, operated and maintained by an individual in any
environment will always be required by the armed services.
There are currently many manufacturers of wireless network systems producing
products that allow truly mobile computer users to achieve truly mobile connectivity.
Some of these systems have been tested for their use by Windows CE devices, however,
there is little documentation of such research. A study that implements a wireless LAN on
which palmtop computers are frequently operating will provide many valuable solutions
for the mobile personnel of the Department of Defense.
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B. SUGGESTED FUTURE DESIGN ASPECTS OF PALMTOPS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF APPLICATIONS AND PERIPHERALS
The manufacturers of palmtops invest large amounts of money in the research and
development of these product lines. However, the author believes that more of these
manufacturers need to acknowledge the strengths and weaknesses of their products and
market them appropriately. One device is not the solution to every problem, to market
them as if they are is a critical mistake that will lead to consumer dissatisfaction. The
makers of the PalmPilot, 3Com U.S. Robotics, are aware that its operating system is not
as fully functional as other products on the market, but makes conscious design and
marketing decisions that support the products strengths. For this reason, PalmPilot users
are very loyal and usually very satisfied with their buying decisions.
The NPS-SOPCP developed specific requirements for a palmtop device. These
requirements, as well as research on current trends in computer technology, lead to
interesting, feasible and reasonable hardware, software and ergonomic recommendations
for product manufacturers.
1. Hardware Recommendations
The following recommendations are intended for hardware manufacturers for the
improvement of palmtop devices. Many of these recommendations are technology-
dependent and therefore, may not be feasible at the present time, but shall be in the near
future.
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a. Standardized USB connections to host PCs.
Every palmtop currently available has a proprietary serial connection to the
host computer. The newly developed Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection, which is
currently reaching widespread use in laptop computers and is gradually migrating to the
desktop PC, is superior to the conventional RS-232 connection in four areas. "USB is
faster than the serial port, offers Plug-and-Play connectivity, supports daisy-chained
peripherals and carries electrical power to peripherals in addition to data." (Forman, p.
146). The maximum data transfer rate of the conventional RS-232 connection is 1 15kbps,
while the USB's faster connections (1.5 or 12Mbps) also allow for multiple components
to be connected simultaneously. Universal Serial Bus, as the name implies, is a serial
connection that permits the linking of up to 127 devices so that one port can provide
communications with multiple components. Because it is Plug-and-Play with Windows 95
and the soon to arrive Windows 98, USB provides on-the-fly allocation of system
resources so little or no configuration by the user is required. Low power peripheral
components designed with USB connections can be powered by the computer's power
supply rather than using a separate electrical outlet. This is a welcome improvement to
any computer user whose feet can hardly fit beneath a desk crowded with extension cords
and surge protectors.
Currently, mapping applications use Global Positioning System (GPS)
antennas to receive positioning data from satellites. These antennas often require a source
of power such as a battery or external AC/DC supply. Other peripherals that the palmtop
user may wish to connect to the handheld device include digital cameras, printers, external
modems or even a full-size keyboard to solve the problem of data entry. All of these
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devices could be used simultaneously through a USB connection. The existing proprietary
serial port on palmtops only allows for the connection of a single component. The ability
to power some of these devices through the USB port would simplify the operation. For
example, consider the palmtop owner who uses her device in the car while travelling. She
can connect a GPS antenna to the handheld and be able to track her precise location as she
drives while only using one DC adapter plugged into the solitary cigarette lighter on the
dashboard. Now, consider the Marine performing reconnaissance in the field. He can
take photos of an area using a digital camera. These photos can then be sent to a palmtop
to be analyzed and annotated. If a GPS antenna is also attached, location information can
be stored with the image as well. The palmtop then may be linked to a digital radio to
transmit the annotated image to decision-makers in the rear. The USB port would allow
the Marine to carry a single battery pack to power all of these components while
simultaneously connected to the palmtop.
A few USB peripherals are currently available with many undergoing
research and development. One such example is a keyboard with a four-port USB hub to
allow for other components to connect to the USB port of the personal computer. With
the growth of video teleconferencing as a means of corporate and personal
communication, the USB's high data rates allow for higher quality output from digital
cameras. Also available are optical scanners, mice and monitors. This simple, compact
connection port and its associated jack is sure to replace the bulkier RS-232 connection
that is not feasible for use on palmtop computers. As this occurs, more and more
peripheral devices making use of the USB will become available. Windows CE must
incorporate the capabilities USB before any such use is possible.
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b. Use ofthe Flash RAM card slotfor wired connection.
Many palmtops incorporate a flash memory card slot to allow for
expansion of RAM. Until the USB port becomes a standard connection on handheld
computers, the flash RAM card slot could be used to connect peripheral devices such as a
digital camera, a serial connection to another palmtop or a GPS antenna. This slot
currently is not intended for use as a communications port, but relatively simple
modifications to the operating system could enable such use.
c. Integrated cellularphone capability.
To make the palmtop a truly portable computer, it should have portable
communications capabilities. By incorporating cellular access components into the design
of palmtop computers, users could transmit and receive data without the additional
awkward connection to a cellular phone. But data transmission is not the only form of
communication that mobile computer users may require. If an integrated cellular
connection is incorporated into the device, why not completely eliminate the need for the
cellular phone by also incorporating a full duplex microphone and speaker to allow for
voice communication? Nokia, the manufacture of a popular line of cellular PCS phones
has produced a model that is "useful as a self-contained organizer and multifaceted
communications device... looks like a fat cellular phone... but opening the cover reveals a
1.4 by 4.5 inch LCD screen and a full but tiny QWERTY keyboard with numerous
navigation and selection keys." (Anthony, p. 116). This device provides the functions
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previously discussed but also allows the user to access the Internet and many of the
capabilities provided by Windows CE devices. To borrow the title of Robert S. Anthony's
article, this combination of functions seems to define the "The Ultimate Personal
Peripheral."
The palmtop is not the final destination of the Windows CE operating
system. Dr. Ted Lewis effectively presents problems relating to Windows CE and
wireless connectivity:
Although initially positioned as an OS for handhelds retaining the Windows
95 look and feel, Microsoft intends CE to become the dominant OS in the
consumer-electronics market...one ofthe major benefits of IA [information
appliance] gadgetry is its small form factor. This makes mobility a prime
requirement, which in turn makes wireless connectivity a prime directive.
Yet pervasive wireless is expensive, relies on immature standards and
technology and lacks bandwidth. (T. Lewis, p. 67-68).
2. Ergonomic Design Recommendations
The following recommendations concern both hardware and software
manufacturers. These issues usually arise due to interfaces between hardware and
software elements or between the human and hardware components.
a. Variable display orientation.
The ergonomic problems of the keyboard and display layout were noted in
previous chapters. Many of these problems would be alleviated if the display could be
rotated 90 degrees in both directions. By rotating the entire palmtop 90 degrees, the
user's hand would not rest on the keyboard, accidentally pressing the keys. Furthermore,
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superfluous screen entries would be made because the user's hand would no longer rest on
the display. Incorporation of this feature should also rotate the orientation of the
application. The Calligrapher handwriting recognition software allows for rotating the
orientation of that application, but the underlying program into which the digitized text is
imported remains oriented with the keyboard. This makes review of entered data
inconvenient.
b. Retractable keyboard or hard cover to keep hand offkeys while
writing on screen.
As discussed previously, the majority of project participants commented on
the layout of the keyboard in relation to the display. Their survey responses describe
using the keyboard as a last resort for data entry. Since users would prefer other methods
of data entry, the keyboard could become a less conspicuous part of the palmtop. The
Newton MessagePad line completely eliminated the keyboard as a portion of the basic
computing device but made it an accessory. With capable handwriting recognition and
navigation controls, this is viable alternative. However, a simple hard cover for the
keyboard would successfully prevent unintentional character entry while writing on the
display. After all, carbon copy checkbook ledgers have always implemented such a simple
and effective component.
Unlike a detachable keyboard, a retractable model would always be
available to the user for entering data. Credit card-sized calculators often use touch pads
with protruding bubbles for the various numbers and functions. Since space is an
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extremely limited commodity in a palmtop, such a keyboard could be implemented while
allowing it to be compact enough that it could retract out of the way when not in use.
c. Voice recognition.
Several NPS-SOPCP participants noted voice recognition as a convenient
and desirable addition to the palmtop's data entry methods. This is no small feat as
handheld computer manufacturers can attest. This technology is just now becoming
effective for use on desktop PCs with superior hardware components and minimal size
constraints. To port this functionality to a palmtop computer will take time but will surely
happen in the future. During the Mid-Project Review Subject #5 made the following
statement, "When I am mobile, I need to note now and organize later." Some palmtops
currently available are able to record voice notes in a digital format that can be transcribed
later. This is necessary capability, however, users are thinking in the long-term when they
want to communicate with their computers in the same ways they communicate with each
other. There is no such product in existence and it remains to be seen whether this would
be a function that most users find acceptable, but this is an area that is worth investigation.
3. Software Recommendations
The following recommendations concern the development of effective software
applications for the Windows CE palmtop. While such products are currently being
produced software developers, additional mobile applications are in demand.
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a. Integrated Handwriting Recognition.
Handwriting recognition has been discussed extensively throughout this
research. Therefore, it is appropriate that recommendations regarding its use on palmtops
are presented. Written notes are one of the most popular and widely used means of
communication and palmtop users want to be able to communicate with their devices in
comfortable, familiar and convenient ways. Since miniaturized keyboards often are not
conducive to timely, accurate data entry, handwriting recognition is a critical component
ofany handheld portable computing device.
The "add-on" handwriting recognition application used in this research
failed to meet the participants' needs and, consequently, was not utilized as the study
progressed. Reasons given for not using this function included poor recognition of words
leading to repeated writing attempts and eventually to keyboard entry. Participants
viewed this as wasted time and became impatient and intolerant. Because handwriting is a
less obtrusive process than typing in social situations, software applications that provide
this capability must be effective in converting the user's inputs to text accurately on the
first attempt. Like the keyboard interface, such a capability should be an inherent
component of the operating system or, since Windows CE is destined to power many
home appliances and other electronic devices, it should be added to the capabilities that
handheld PC manufactures provide in bundled software.
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b. Note-taking versus document making.
NPS-SOPCP participants frequently mentioned a note-taking application,
not a word processor is more what they need. Both applications are useful to the mobile
computer user, but for the purposes of most professional Naval officers, the capability to
write a quick note in electronic ink rather than compose a digital text version of their
handwriting is more important because it saves time. Such notes can later be transcribed if
necessary. There are currently software products available that provide this function.
Unfortunately, they were not included with the palmtops used in this study. Like
handwriting recognition, handheld PC manufactures should make such a note-taking
function an integral part of the devices they produce.
c. Conversionfrom group scheduling applications to Schedule* or
Outlook.
Software incompatibility issues prevented many NPS-SOPCP participants
from synchronizing their palmtop schedules and contacts with their desktops. The Naval
Postgraduate School is currently using the group scheduling application Group Wise. A
conversion to Microsoft Outlook or Schedule + was not readily available, so participants
were forced to enter scheduling data twice. The author has encountered the same problem
with Lotus Organizer. Scheduling and contact data should be transferred in a simple flat
file in delineated text format so that any desktop application may synchronize with the
palmtop's Outlook database. Furthermore, users may wish to use other software
applications to provide the capabilities of its proprietary applications which are packaged
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within the operating system. This is not a big deal for desktop users, but for palmtop
users who must adhere to strict memory constraints, they may wish to use their precious
system memory for more friendly and effective scheduling and contact management
applications.
cL Personalfinancial management applicationsfor Windows CE.
Software developers should pay special attention to the needs of mobile
computer users. The checkbook ledger is a function that could easily be automated
through software applications. People who carry a checkbook, wallet and day-timer could
forsake two of these items and simply use a palmtop to manage their checking accounts,
as well as their schedules and contacts. Applications such as Intuit 's Quicken® for
desktop PCs have allowed the personal computer user to better manage their funds. A
mobile version of such applications would allow for single point data entry that would
then be synchronized with the desktop's data to maintain an accurate and simplified
financial record that is always up to date.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICERS AND
CONSUMERS
Consumers in the market to buy a Windows CE palmtop must clearly determine
how they will use the device. While they all run the same operating system, different units
have different strengths and weaknesses. As with shopping for a new car, it is critical that
the palmtop shopper be aware of limitations of products to ensure that the right buying
decision is made. This also applies to the military officer in the CIO position.
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Procurement of the right computer for the right task is often difficult. And with the rising
popularity of handheld devices, the CIO must stay abreast of the products available and
the technologies driving the development of such products. As the participants of the
NPS-SOPCP verified, the right computer for the right job must meet well defined size,
capability and price specifications.
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APPENDICES
A. GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Appendix A has been included to provide context-related definitions of words,
terms and phrases used throughout this thesis.
B. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL STAFF OFFICER PALMTOP
COMPUTER PROJECT SURVEYS
Appendix B contains the two surveys completed by the Naval officers who
participated in the Naval Postgraduate School Staff Officer Palmtop Computer Project.
1. NPS-SOPCP Survey
2. NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
C. ANALYSES OF NPS-SOPCP SURVEYS
Appendix C contains two spreadsheets for the interpretation and analysis of the
responses attained in the NPS-SOPCP surveys.
1. NPS-SOPCP Survey Analysis
2. NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey Analysis
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AutoPC - A conceptual product under development that will run the Microsoft Windows
CE operating system This computer will replace the car stereo and provide
personal computer capabilities as well as AM/FM stereo and CD or cassette
functionality for the driver and passengers. GPS navigation and traffic routing are
planned functions to be implemented.
Cellular Phone - A wireless communications device providing telephone connectivity.
Click - Pressing the mouse button to select an icon in PC operating environments.
Client - A networkedpersonal computer that requires resources provided by other
computers according to the Client-Server Model for network computing. {See
also; Workstation)
Client-Server Model - A computer network architecture model in which personal
computers {clients) access files and applications stored on computers with more
storage and/or processing capability {servers).
Collection - The gathering ofdata from all sources including the environment and other
contributing factors.
Connectivity - The linking of a computing device to a network. May be physical as with
telephone or Ethernet cables or may be wireless with radiofrequency or cellular
phone modems.
Data - raw vocal, numerical, written or observed facts about a specific topic.
Data Synchronization - {See also; Synchronization}
Day-Timer - {See also; Organizer}
Desktop PC - The largest form ofpersonal computers designed to provide computing
capabilities in a static environment. Desktop PCs often combine multimedia
capabilities with significant processing and storage components.
Device Preference - A measurement ofNaval Postgraduate School StaffOfficer
Palmtop Computer Project (NPS-SOPCP) participants' willingness to employ an
electronic device to assist with routine personal and job-related information
management tasks.
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Device Proficiency - The quality of subjects participating in the NPS-SOPCP which
describes their familiarity with electronic computing and communications devices
and their ability to learn how to use them.
Flash (Memory) Card - A compact portable storage device that may also provide
additional RAM in Handheld and Laptop PCs.
Graphical User Interface (GUI) - Application providing easier human-computer
interaction. A layer of abstraction which gives the user access to functions of the
operating system GUI usually requires an additional Input Device such as a
Mouse or Stylus.
GUI - {See Graphical User Interface}
HandheldPC (H/PC) - A miniature version ofthe personal computer that runs Windows
CE, a scaled-down version of a PC operating system. Usually small enough to fit
into a suit pocket, purse or briefcase making them highly portable, these devices
provide data sharing and synchronization with desktop or laptop PCs. However,
software applications and file formats are usually not compatible with conventional
PCs. { See also; Palmtop, PC Companion, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA),
Pocket-Sized Computer}
HDML - Handheld Device Markup Language - HTML for palmtops.
Host (or Host PC) - The personal computer running the proprietary "Windows CE
Services'" software. This is the computer with which the handheld device has
established a "Partnership'''' that allows for data synchronization and file transfer.
Hot Synch - Immediate synchronization of data between a PDA or H/PC and a desktop
or laptop computer. {See also; Data Synchronization}
H/PC - {See Handheld PC}
HTML - Hypertext Mark-up Language, a basic programming language used in We£-based
applications to present multimedia data in a hardware independent format.
Allows for the same code to be processed by computers operating as PCs,
Macintosh, UNIX, etc.
HybridPC - PC that combines two or more types of computers. In the context of this
thesis this term refers to a computer approximately the size of a handheldPC that
runs a conventional PC operating system. {See also; Sublaptop, Subnotebook)
Information - Processed data which yields new, informative and useful facts. Information
may then be processed repeatedly to yield more and more abstract facts.
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Infrared - Electromagnetic radiation in the spectrum of wavelengths between visible light
and microwaves. Used for short range, low bandwidth data communications.
Input Device - Low-level communications device through which the user conveys data
and/or control instructions to the computer's operating system.
Interface - The juncture between two software and/or hardware components. { See also;
Graphical User Interface, GUI, User Interface}
Internet - First large-scale computer network developed by the U.S. Department of
Defense and subsequently expanded to include public and private civilian
networks. {See also; Web, World Wide Web (WWW)}
Intranet - Term describing a private or public enterprise computer network.
IrDA - Infrared Data Association, a standard governing a specific protocol for infrared
data communication.
LAN - { See LocalArea Network}
Laptop - Also known as a Notebook, these portable personal computers provide the same
or similar capabilities as desktop PCs but in a smallerformfactor designed initially
for mobile users. {See Notebook}
Local Area Network (LAN) - Computer network serving a single building, group of
buildings or a facility in the same geographic proximity.
Mainframe - A powerful computer with multiple processors, having the capacity to
process many tasks for many users simultaneously. The largest ofthe computer
hierarchy.
Microcomputer - The first evolutionary step toward a single user computer. These
computers had only one central processor with little or no multiprocessing
capability. Between Minicomputers and Personal Computers in the computer
hierarchy.
Microwave - Very high frequency/low wavelength (4-44 GHz) electromagnetic radiation
following the infrared spectrum. Used in cellular, "long haul" and satellite
communications.
Minicomputer - Originally named mim-mainframes, these smaller versions of the
mainframe computer provide sophisticated multiprocessing capabilities but with
less capacity. Between Mainframes and Micro-Computers in the computer
hierarchy.
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Modem - Modulator/Demodulator, used to convert digital computer signals to analog for
telephone transmission. This term is generally used to refer to the computer
component providing this service.
Mouse - An auxiliary input device used to convey data and/or control instructions to a
desktop personal computer's operating system. { See also; Input Device, Pen,
Stylus)
Multimedia - Term referring to audio and video data. These two formats may be
combined as in movies or separate such as sound bytes or still photos.
Naval Postgraduate School StaffOfficer Palmtop Computer Project (NPS-SOPCP) -
The study project designed and implemented to generate and compile data for this
thesis. This data specifically describes the use ofpalmtop computers by
professional Naval officers that are not directly involved with education at the
Naval Postgraduate School.
Network - A system composed of interconnected computers capable ofcommunicating
with each other.
Notebook- {See Laptop}
NPS-SOPCP - { See Naval Postgraduate School StaffOfficer Palmtop Computer
Project}
Organizer - {See also; Day-Timer}
PalmPC® - A conceptual product in development that will run the Microsoft Windows®
CE operating system. This palmtop computer is being designed to be a competitor
for the PalmPilot™ in the PDA market.
Palmtop - A miniature, highly portable computer providing limited processing and
storage capabilities. Traditional palmtops differ from H/PCs because they run
proprietary operating systems that may or may not provide data sharing and
synchronization with desktop or laptop PCs. {See also; HandheldPC (H/PC),
PC Companion, Personal Digital Assistant, PDA, Pocket-Sized Computer}
Partnership - Microsoft Windows CE term used to describe the establishment of a
connection between a Windows CE handheld computer and a HostPC running the
"Windows CE Services" software and either the Windows 95 or Windows NT
operating system.
PC Companion - A more accurate term used to describe a pocket-sized computer running
the Windows CE operating system. {See also; Handheld PC, H/PC, Palmtop,
Personal Digital Assistant, PDA, Pocket-Sized Computer}
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PCMCIA Card - Personal Computer Memory Card International Association established
in 1989 to develop standards for portable microelectronics devices for data
storage. The PCMCIA standard later evolved to encompass communication
devices such as telephone and modems, digital cameras, LAN connections and
video adapters for Laptop, Sublaptop and Palmtop computers. In this thesis, the
term PCMCIA Card or PC Card shall be used interchangeably to refer to such
peripherals.
PC Card - {See PCMCIA Card}
Pen - An Input Device commonly used with Handheld PCs. { See also; Input Device ,
Mouse, Stylus)
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) - A miniature, highly portable device providing
information organization and storage. Typically used as an electronic organizer to
store calendar and contact information. Often used to describe a device with more
computing power such as HandheldPC (H/PC), Hybrid PC, Palmtop, PC
Companion, and Personal Digital Assistant (PDA).
Personal Computer (PC) - Generally referring to computers designed initially for stand-
alone use in corporate environments, they have become common in households
throughout the United States. IBM first coined this name and so it is used
primarily when discussing IBM-based computers. The last member in the
computer hierarchy.
Pocket-Sized Computer - The general term used to encompass all other names for
miniaturized computers including HandheldPC (H/PC), Hybrid PC, Palmtop,
PC Companion, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), Sublaptop and Subnotebook.
Presentation - Displaying data and abstracted information in a manner which facilitates
comprehension and/or learning.
Processing - manipulating data through calculations and/or filtering to abstract
information .
Radio Frequency (RF) LAN - Local area computer network in which connectivity is
achieved through radio wave transmission of data.
Remote Access - The capability to access a computer system through telephone or
network connections.
Retrieval - Locating stored data and loading into memory for the purpose ofProcessing
and/or Presentation.
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RF - {See Radio Frequency (RF) LAN)
Satellite Communications (SATCOM) - Data transmission between ground or air devices
and satellites via electromagnetic radiation in the microwave spectrum.
Server - A networked computer that provides file or application sharing services to clients
according to the Client-Server computer network model.
Storage - Retaining collected data in a location (physical and/or virtual) until needed for
processing.
Stylus- {See Pen}
Sublaptop - A PC that packages most of the functionality ofa laptop in a device
approximately the size ofa Handheld PC. {See also; Hybrid PC, Subnotebook)
Subnotebook- {See Subnotebook)
Super Computer - A computer or group ofcomputers linked together providing increased
processing power to solve complicated tasks.
Synch - Short for Synchronization.
Synchronization - {See Data Synchronization)
Tap - The equivalent ofclick for Handheld PCs. Action is performed by using a stylus
on the display screen.
Telecommuting - Term used to describe professionals who are often mobile and usually
do not have a formal office. Work is completed in ad hoc environments or in in-
home offices then transmitted electronically to others.
User Interface - {See Graphical User Interface, GUI)
WAN - { See Wide Area Network)
Web - Short for World Wide Web (WWW).
Wide Area Network (WAN) - Computer network that presides connectivity between two
or more geographically dispensed LocalArea Networks.
Windows® CE - A scaled-down version ofthe conventional PC operating system,
Windows® 95, designed to be run on the handheldpersonal computer,
AutoPC®, and PalmPC®. Devices based on this operating system may establish
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a connection or "Partnership''' with Host PCs running Windows® 95 or
Windows® NT.
Windows® CE Services - Proprietary Microsoft software that enables a connection or
"Partnership" between a Windows CE device and a personal computer, also
known as the Host PC.
Wireless - Communication media which do not require physical connections such as
telephone or Ethernet cables. This term usually refers to Radio Frequency (RF),
Microwave, Cellular Phone, Infrared or Satellite Communications (SATCOM).
Workstation - A networked personal computer for business environments, usually
possessing increased processing power compared to home PCs. {See also; Client,
Client-Server Model}
World Wide Web (WWW) - Computer communication network composed ofthe Internet
and numerous other independent intranets.
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APPENDIX B: NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL STAFF OFFICER






1 . When you get to your office, what is the first piece of information you check? (Please
indicate only one):
Pre Post
X daily schedule X.
"to do" list
voicemail and phone messages
plan of the day
email
headline news from newspapers
headline news from web sites
headline news from another source
other, please specify:
2. Please list and describe the three most important job-related tasks you do upon
arriving at your office (Use as much space as you need, please feel free to use the back
of this page if necessary):
Pre Post
5**^
For questions 3 and 4 please indicate all items that you use in the "USE" column and rank
them in order of importance, with 1 being most important in the "RANK" column.
3. What types ofwork-related information do you need immediate access to
throughout the typical work day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
X daily schedule K \
X 3 "to do" list X 1
V c address book \ $
A H project documents x H
news headlines
X" /%W financial reports X c
voicemail
A 9- email X
X 7 world wide web browsing X" n
other (please specify):
i
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4. What types of personal information do you need immediate access to throughout the
typical day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
X it daily schedule < \
VA **.
J- "to do" list X






world wide web browsing
other (please specify):
5. Please select all of the following items that you utilize regularly. Indicate ifyou
maintain a resource for work-related and/or personal information, if they are in the
same or separate objects and please list whether they are paper-based or are





Same SeparateZ Paper-based Automateddesktop calendar I-EfSd/ai :Wtf:c^date/timer (scheduler)
teC6g.fr < I"to do" list ]>*£
post-it notes ("yellow stickies") m X' -M-
financial records X UJJ:W-





Item Work Personal Same Separate Paper-based Automated
desktop calendar
^X- *date/timer (scheduler) It
"to do" list ZK3PT* ?*(&
*v
post-h notes ("yellow stickies") m
i
i&





other ^1 2BS X $Yj&t&MSgl :Xy«,r;K;other
other
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6. How do you remind yourself ofwhat you need to do during the day?
Pre
£
I don't keep reminders
"to do" list on a paper-based planner
"to do" list on a desktop computer
"to do" list on an electronic organizer (Rex, Casio organizer, etc.)
tc
to do" list on a dry erase board or chalk board
X post-it notes ('^llow stickies")
string around finger or rubber band around wrist









7. What are the three most often used things on your desk?
Pre Post
Pc - gy^*;( /ffiv^3»* ' H
No^eWk / p«{?ef




8. How do you organize your work files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project





9. How often do you organize your work-related files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
Once per day
a couple of times per week
once per week
a couple of times a month
once a month
X hardly ever X
never
other
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10. How do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project




11. How often do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
once per day
a couple of times per week
once per week
a couple of times a month
once a month
X hardly ever <
never
other
12. How do you communicate with people in job-related activities? (indicate all that
apply in the "USE" column and then rank them in the "RANK" column with 1 being
most important) :
Pre Post
USE RANK MEANS OF COMMUNICATION USE RANK
video teleconferencing
X 0- email * 3
pager/voicemail
telephone (cellular)
V 1 telephone (regular) X 3
radio (walkie-talkie)





*T# c? to -r < < < s
*
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13. Which ofthe following electronic devices do you currently use routinely in your
job? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer
2L desktop computer y








14. Which ofthe foliowine electronic devices have you used in vour iob? (present or past
- indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
A laptop computer X
2 desktop computer X
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia X
X cellular phone >r
A pager ><















X camera (film) X
radio walkie-talkie
other (please specify):
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16. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you owned previously but do not
own any longer? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
X laptop computer X
X desktop computer X
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia








17. Why do you no longer use the devices you indicated above? (Please explain each









£j {!>•* ^ d
•$
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18. As you conduct a meeting or present a brief in your job, what materials do you prefer
to use for your notes? (Indicate all applicable in the "USE" column and then rank
these in order of preference in the "RANK" column - with 1 being your first choice):
Pre Post
USE RANK MEDIA FOR KEEPING MEETING NOTES USE RANK
> \ note pad, notebook, loose sheets of paper v-
!
scraps of paper (napkin, envelope, etc.)
index cards
date-timer or organizer (paper-based)
computerized presentation software
(PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance
Graphics, etc.)





19. Ifaipdeald^vice was available that could assist you in your job, what would it do?
PleaWbespecific. (Use as much space as you need including the back of this page if
necessary):
How big or small is it?: £&, VC w[ « * t >- •' *
"
Pnot
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?: \f o\ c f How do you enter data?:
Functions: . Functions:
5^ <*i i
-~ f\ekc - ** M f
How does it work with other devices?: How does it work with other devices?:
- a& *a\ A *? \ v" c ^
f c
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_^ 20. Imagine that everybody your organization has the device you just described. How










21. Imagine the following scenarios:
a. You are passing a work associate in the passageway. She asks ifyou knew
about a meeting scheduled for later in the week. You were not aware of
the meeting. What do you do next? How do you plan to recall the meeting
time and location? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post










t e * *
K-
/7 \





While having lunch, you see someone you had known at a previous duty
station. You ask for his phone number or address in order to stay in touch.
What do you do next? How do you plan to record the phone number or






c. While in a Department Head meeting your Commanding Officer asks you
for information that you do not have with you. You know this information
is on your desktop computer and is easily available from any networked
computer. There are network connections throughout the meeting room.
What do you do next? How do you plan to retrieve the desired
information? Would you be comfortable with getting up from the table to
access one of the network connections? Why?
Pre Post
'•+ £ X • ' ) -
d. You have just been called to a meeting that is to start in a half hour. No
other information regarding the meeting is available. What do you do
next? What information and in what form do you prepare to take with




$a / . _•
-{ c f f : {-
.-'-.'
t«-j ,
1 , L-- «




OfT-Zcto* C/'M^roA, sWAo!*'/.• * '_.'
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22. Please indicate all the following software applications you have used:
Pre Post
X Word Processor (Word Perfect, Ms Word, Word Pro, Clarisworks, Pagemaker Etc.) X
XI
7
Spreadsheet (Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro Pro, ClarisWorks, etc.)
Database (FoxPro, Access, Paradox, FileMaker, ClarisWorks, etc.)
X Calendar/Day-Timer (Lotus Organizer, MS Outlook, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
Web Browser (Netscape, Internet Explorer, America Online, etc.)X
Presentation (PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance Graphics, Acrobat, etc.)
Email (cc:Mail, America Online, MS Outlook, Netscape, Internet Explorer, etc.)
Contact Management (Lotus Organizer, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
X X
23. Regarding my knowledge in computers
,















X Somewhat Proficient \
Proficient
Very Proficient
ers, I consider myself to be:











Thank you for your time in completing this survey and for your participation
in this project. The information you have provided will be very beneficial in
this study of work activities. Ifyou wish, results of this study will be made
available to you by checking the block below.
j^Tlease send me a copy ofthe results of this study.





1 . When you get to your office, what is the first piece of information you check? (Please
indicate only one):
Pre Post
y daily schedule LX'
4t
to do" list
voicemail and phone messages
plan of the day
email
headline news from newspapers
headline news from web sites
headline news from another source
other, please specify:
2. Please list and describe the three most important job-related tasks you do upon
arriving at your office (Use as much space as you need, please feel free to use the back
of this page if necessary):
Pre Post
— CHtcct p^/kY <i c^m e o v l <S S^ t"\ <£.
(Ze^r/Bun*
— CM£U A**t> /L^^Po/^O To i£-+*sQtt
_/v»^w:<S MTidt Ph©^£- cot.<-i
•
For questions 3 and 4 please indicate all items that you use in the "USE" column and rank
them in order of importance, with 1 being most important in the "RANK" column.
3. What types ofwork-related information do you need immediate access to
throughout the typical work day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
S % daily schedule
y 2. "to do" list
*s fe address book





*s 7 world wide web browsing
other (please specify):
&>>
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4. What types of personal information do you need immediate access to throughout the
typical day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
^ 2- daily schedule (y^
^ / 'to do" list sS /






world wide web browsing
other (please specify):
5. Please select all of the following items that you utilize regularly. Indicate ifyou
maintain a resource for work-related and/or personal information, if they are in the
same or separate objects and please list whether they are paper-based or are
automated through your computer (desktop, laptop or PDA - do not indicate type of
computer):
PRE:
Item Work Personal Same Separate Paper-based Automated
desktop calendar : : *S . ^ S ^S
date/timer (scheduler) yyy^yyyy. v^ : *s y.^t^y. '.-.-.
...•.'.'.'.'..-.-.'.
1
"to do" list S '*?:• v/ ^0^ ...*...•.*.*.*.*.•.






















Work Personal: Same Separate Paper-based Automated
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6. How do you remind yourself ofwhat you need to do during the day?
Pre Post
I don't keep reminders
y "to do" list on a paper-based planner \S
"to do" list on a desktop computer ^
"to do" list on an electronic organizer (Rex, Casio organizer, etc.)
"to do" list on a dry erase board or chalk board
post-it notes ("yellow stickies")
string around finger or rubber band around wrist




7. What are the three most often used things on your desk?
Pre Post
C©/»^ r*«T^- 1
f<S «-£ Pmo^6 C £*/-£
C-*L£~»0>o/l- )
8. How do you organize your work files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project




9. How often do you organize your work-related files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
Once per day i/-
y a couple oftimes per week
once per week
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10. How do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project




1 1 . How often do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
once per day \S
y a couple of times per week
once per week





\2. How do you communicate with people in job-related activities? (indicate all that
apply in the "USE" column and then rank them in the "RANK" column with 1 being
most important) :
Pre Post





^ 2 telephone (regular)
radio (walkie-talkie)
\S H written notes
other (please specify):
$* /*. c
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13. Which of the following electronic devices do you currently use routinely in your
job? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer
S desktop computer ^
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia
cellular phone
pager





14. Which of the following electronic devices have vou used in vour iob? (present or past
- indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
s laptop computer >y
s desktop computer <S
y/ personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia is
cellular phone
pager ^
y fax machine xS
~~A camera (digital) ^
camera (film)
\S radio walkie-talkie U""
other (please specify):




S desktop computer l^
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia
cellular phone
pager
^ fax machine iX
camera (digital)
v/ camera (film) lX
radio walkie-talkie
other (please specify):
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16. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you owned previously but do not
own any longer? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer
*/ desktop computer l/
S personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia S
cellular phone
pager
*/ fax machine vX
camera (digital)
y/ camera (film) l/
S radio walkie-talkie ^
other (please specify):
17. Why do you no longer use the devices you indicated above? (Please explain each
individually - indicate all that apply):
Pre Pnsi
-rt/3(3i« #-/9*.k.«4 -*"*«.M.»<£ *. +JO U*fC,6*~
S^o^^J
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18. As you conduct a meeting or present a brief in your job, what materials do you prefer
to use for your notes? (Indicate all applicable in the "USE" column and then rank
these in order of preference in the "RANK" column - with 1 being your first choice):
Pre Post
USE RANK MEDIA FOR KEEPING MEETING NOTES USE RANK
A 1 note pad, notebook, loose sheets of paper X /
scraps of paper (napkin, envelope, etc.)
index cards
date-timer or organizer (paper-based)
A z.
computerized presentation software
(PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance
Graphics, etc.) X D-





19. Ifan ideal device was available that could assist you in your job, what would it do?
Please be specific. (Use as much space as you need including the back of this page if
necessary):
Prr
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?:
Functions:
. Post
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?:
Functions: »
^
- /^*c£ ptsf><-+y (p^d-r^O
"" X.^r<*^—> 6-t *cte?s
— fc.-At««/t- /OCC^"^
How does it work with other devices?: How does it work with other devices?:
— (+->tit£.u£ss//+jst*q~t >ctt(j«
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20. Imagine that everybody^your organization has the device you just described. How





(f -- N/Olc 6- T c> ~r<sr^T <sF-rt »/•»
Ce^« «/ /** « c, * -7" < o^
21. Imagine the following scenarios:
a. You are passing a work associate in the passageway. She asks if you knew
about a meeting scheduled for later in the week. You were not aware of
the meeting. What do you do next? How do you plan to recall the meeting
time and location? (Please use back of page if necessary):
Pre Post
— tw/li-r<£ Th* +^&-6 ***** r*~+&
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b. While having lunch, you see someone you had known at a previous duty
station. You ask for his phone number or address in order to stay in touch.
What do you do next? How do you plan to record the phone number or
address? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
- Ujn.ir£ * y oof** o+s * P<fcd
s^U»P P*Pf^ -- Tr/t*~r£«*u it to
/wvy P/»P£t.-<i/Cf£P ADOs^SSS " ^
OO0*. U*H«S«* X SL& T •>*-*> "*"•
a-h oP ft t-£r .
c. While in a Department Head meeting your Commanding Officer asks you
for information that you do not have with you. You know this information
is on your desktop computer and is easily available from any networked
computer. There are network connections throughout the meeting room.
What do you do next? How do you plan to retrieve the desired
information? Would you be comfortable with getting up from the table to
access one of the network connections? Why?
Pre Post
~T2<-c- Tu^ C.O.Xc*. C£rT
*££&"*- T£> £uoCU. ^-vcf- okjT
°P **^~T ®«^ *• (Cfi_f 5 r-l~>KfC*' >c
*^y
-r«/-v<f .
d. You have just been called to a meeting that is to start in a half hour. No
other information regarding the meeting is available. What do you do
next? What information and in what form do you prepare to take with
you? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
;
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22. Please indicate all the following software applications you have used:
Pre Post
i^TWord ProcessonfWord Perfecjffils Worrit/Word Pro,Clarisworks, Pagemaker Etc.)
Spreadsheet^i^ejl^LoluTr^^ etc.)•
^ Database (FoxProy^cce^Paradox, FileMaker, ClarisWorks, etc.)
•
'
Calendar/Day-Timer ((XouTs Organized, MS Outlook, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
eb Browser ^rtscapg^Infernet ExpTorep AmericaOnline, etc.)^^W
^^Presentation (PowerPoir^Corel Presentatioh^Treelance Graphics^ Acrobat, etc.)
t^j^mail^ccTMalP America Online, MS Outlook,CSJetscap^,cTnternet Explore?? etc.)





H Contact Management^^JTotus Organize^ACT ^ffioekicfe), etc.)


























Thank you for your time in completing this survey and for your participation
in this project. The information you have provided will be very beneficial in
this study of work activities. Ifyou wish, results of this study will be made
available to you by checking the block below.
n^Flease send me a copy ofthe results of this study.
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SUBJECT #3
141






voicemail and phone messages
J plan of the dayemail
headline news from newspapers
headline news from web sites
headline news from another source
other, please specify:
2. Please list and describe the three most important job-related tasks you do upon
arriving at your office (Use as much space as you need, please feel free to use the back




For questions 3 and 4 please indicate all items that you use in the "USE" column and rank
them in order of importance, with 1 being most important in the "RANK" column.
3. What types ofwork-related information do you need immediate access to
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4. What types of personal information do you need immediate access to throughout the
typical day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE, RANK ITEM USE/ RANK
3 daily schedule T7V
sS. 5
4t
to do" list uo • <A
w q address book \/ U-
I project documents
/ news headlines /
• L, financial reports \/ 5
/ y voicemail
<r
n/ email V l
world wide web browsing
other (please specify):
Please select all of the following items that you utilize regularly. Indicate ifyou
maintain a resource for work-related and/or personal information, if they are in the
same or separate objects and please list whether they are paper-based or are
automated through your computer (desktop, laptop or PDA - do not indicate type of
computer):
PRE:
Separate Paper-b^ed AutomatedItem Work^ Personal Same
desktop calendar ~7
date/timer (scheduler) # ^"to do" listpost-h notes ("yellow stickies")
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6. How do you remind yourself ofwhat you need to do during the day?
Pre Past/
A don't keep reminders
/ "to do" list on a paper-based planner
'to do" list on a desktop computer
"to do" list on an electronic organizer (Rex, Casio organizer, etc.)
'to do" list on a dry erase board or chalk board
post-it notes ("yellow stickies")
string around finger or rubber band around wrist









8. How do you organize your work files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre / ^
^ My project S




9. How often do you organize your work-related files^ (choose the most applicable):
Pre flost
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10. How do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
/by project /




1 1 . How often do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
once per day
a/couple of times per week
/
'once per week





Yl. How do you communicate with people in job-related activities? (indicate all that
apply in the "USE" column and then rank them in the "RANK" column with 1 being
most important) :
Pre Post
USE/ RANK MEANS OF COMMUNICATION USE RANKV/ K video teleconferencing -J / M
sj V email v/ V
pager/voicemail
/ telephone (cellular) /
v/ ^ telephone (regular) \y >
/ radio (walkie-talkie) /d
'b written notes v/ s
other (please specify):
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13. Which of the following electronic devices do you currently use routinely in your
job? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
/laptop computer
J desktop computer \J
/









14. Which of the following electronic devices have you used in vour job? (present or past




V desktop computer \y
'
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia
cellular phone
J 'pager /





15. Which ofthe following electronic devices do vou currently own? (indicate all that
apply):
Pre /* Post
iZ ,Japtop computer \y
'
V desktop computer ^ '






v/ camera (film) i/
radio walkie-talkie
other (please specify):
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16. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you owned previously but do not




/personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia /








17. Why do you no longer use the devices you indicated above? (Please explain each
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18. As you conduct a meeting or present a brief in your job, what materials do you prefer
to use for your notes? (Indicate all applicable in the "USE" column and then rank
these in order of preference in the "RANK" column - with 1 being your first choice):
Pre Post
USE/ RANK MEDIA FOR KEEPING MEETING NOTES USE RANK
y ^ note pad, notebook, loose sheets of paper O X
scraps of paper (napkin, envelope, etc.)
_j
/ index cards
n/ / a- date-timer or organizer (paper-based) \S v-/ \ computerized presentation software(PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance




19. Ifan ideal device was available that could assist you in your job, what would it do?
Please be specific. (Use as much space as you need including the back of this page if
necessary):
Pre Bust
How big or small is it?: a
How do you enter data?:
Functions:
\fJ/wfc^<L
How does it work with other devices?:
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?:
Functions:
How does it work with other devices?:
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20. Imagine that everybody your organization has the device you just described. How
would that change your approach to meetings and routine job tasks?
Pre Post
7^
21. Imagine the following scenarios:
a. You are passing a work associate in the passageway. She asks ifyou knew
about a meeting scheduled for later in the week. You were not aware of
the meeting. What do you do next? How do you plan to recall the meeting
time and location? (Please use back of page if necessary):
Pre Post
Gsd+JLar
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While having lunch, you see someone you had known at a previous duty
station. You ask for his phone number or address in order to stay in touch.
What do you do next? How do you plan to record the phone number or
address? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
jot rV <i*v/-Ay qxiyv^Ly
\$r
c. While in a Department Head meeting your Commanding Officer asks you
for information that you do not have with you. You know this information
is on your desktop computer and is easily available from any networked
computer. There are network connections throughout the meeting room.
What do you do next? How do you plan to retrieve the desired
information? Would you be comfortable with getting up from the table to
access one of the network connections? Why?
Pre Post
^
You have just been called to a meeting that is to start in a half hour. No
other information regarding the meeting is available. What do you do
next? What information and in what form do you prepare to take with
you? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
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22.
Pre
Please indicate all the following software applications you have used:
^ = Post /
l/^Word Processor (Word Perfect, Ms Word, Word Pro, Clarisworks, Pagemaker Etc.)
'
^ Spreadsheet (Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro Pro, ClarisWorks, etc.)
(/ Database (FoxPro, Access, Paradox, FileMaker, ClarisWorks, etc.)
^palendar/Day-Timer (Lotus Organizer, MS Outlook, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)t / aienaar/ua i l u u i K tl s
(/ /Web Browser (Netscape, Internet Explorer, America Online, etc.)
\y
\J presentation (PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance Graphics, Acrobat, etc.) v
'
/
^j Email (cc:Mail, America Online, MS Outlook, Netscape, Internet Explorer, etc.) ^y
Contact Management (Lotus Organizer, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
23. Regarding my knowledge in computers
,
I consider myself to be:
Pre /KNOWLEDGEABLE Post
«/ Very UnknowledgeableV/ ^Somewhat Unknowledgeable /y Somewhat Knowledgeable J
Knowledgeable
Very Knowledgeable


















Thank you for your time in completing this survey and for your participation
in this project. The information you have provided will be very beneficial in
this study of work activities. Ifyou wish, results of this study will be made
available to you by checking the block below.
Please send me a copy ofthe results of this study.










voicemail and phone messages
plan of the day
/
email
headline news from newspapers
headline news from web sites
headline news from another source
other, please specify:
2. Please list and describe the three most important job-related tasks you do upon
arriving at your office (Use as much space as you need, please feel free to use the back
of this page if necessary):
Pre Post
For questions 3 and 4 please indicate all items that you use in the "USE" column and rank
them in order of importance, with 1 being most important in the "RANK" column.
3. What types ofwork-related information do you need immediate access to
throughout the typical work day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
1 daily schedule L- ^
c-^
i-
3 "to do" list y 2
j»
^ s address book
is
1
(> project documents s 10
news headlines
^ V financial reports i/ ' %
L^
-z. voicemail \^ 3
-: t email V H
n world wide web browsing 1/ ' £'
other (pleasejspecify):
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What types of personal information do you need immediate access to throughout the
typical day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
H daily schedule :^- /
"to do" list







, t email i/ 3
(/ J world wide web browsing i^ <
other (please specify):
5. Please select all ofthe following items that vou utilize regularly. Indicate ifyou
maintain a resource for work-related and/or personal information, if they are in the
same or separate objects and please list whether they are paper-based or are
automated through your computer (desktop, laptop or PDA - do not indicate type of
computer):
PRE:
Item Work Personal Same Separate Paper-based Antomated
mdesktop calendar m m z:
date/timer (scheduler) m ±2£ jL m
"to do" list X m
post-h notes ("yellow stickies") m s. m
financial records mm >^ m j^





Item Work Personal Same Separate based Automated
Wdesktop calendar m JL JL m
date/timer (scheduler) m j< m
"to do" list ^£ ^ X £± m
post-h notes ("yellow stickies") m X
financial records 3fc m jL .X
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6. How do you remind yourselfofwhat you need to do during the day?
Pre Post
I don't keep reminders
"to do" list on a paper-based planner
"to do" list on a desktop computer
"to do" list on an electronic organizer (Rex, Casio organizer, etc.) y
"to do" list on a dry erase board or chalk board
X post-it notes ("yellow stickies") >,'
/
string around finger or rubber band around wrist








TViM- Ik hMs 7W
8. How do you organize your work files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project




9. How often do you organize your work-related files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
Once j)er day
X a couple of times per week '<
once per week
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11. How often do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
once per day
X a couple of times per week /
once per week
/>





12. How do you communicate with people in job-related activities? (indicate all that
apply in the "USE" column and then rank them in the "RANK" column with 1 being
most important) :
Pre Post










l^ ^- <r telephone (cellular) yS




H written notes i/ 5
i
other (please specify):
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13. Which of the following electronic devices do you currently use routinely in your
job? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer
/" "(desktop computer C/"
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia y
cellular phone
i/j)ager y





14. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you used in vour job? (present or past




personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia \/




\y camera (film) y
radio walkie-talkie
other (please specify):





personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia






(/ -other (please specify): f .< , .. "rV^C. O^u^.v-
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16. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you owned previously but do not











v-' ''other (please specify) : Ij2aa^\ ttu <U K~ IS
17. Why do you no longer use the devices you indicated above? (Please explain each
individually - indicate all that apply):
PrP
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18. As you conduct a meeting or present a brief in your job, what materials do you prefer
to use for your notes? (Indicate all applicable in the "USE" column and then rank
these in order ofpreference in the "RANK" column - with 1 being your first choice):
Pre Post
USE RANK MEDIA FOR KEEPING MEETING NOTES USE RANK
"
^ note pad, notebook, loose sheets of paper 1 -
scraps of paper (napkin, envelope, etc.)
£s
index cards




(PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance
Graphics, etc.) A






19. Ifan ideal device was available that could assist you in your job, what would it do?
Please be specific. (Use as much space as you need including the back of this page if
necessary):
Prp Prist
How big or small is it?:




How does it work with other devices?:
Or 5\w%pViL <U*lte~
How bigor small is it?:
XCQ.U-OT S !2ecU
How do you enter data?:
5^aV^i(L !MA)Ao^_ W>/\lwrvj^/)
Functions: °








20. Imagine that everybodj^your organization has the device you just described. How
would that change your approach to meetings and routine job tasks?
Pre Post
0^u^5- uxJVxoi/f tv\A#y&
2 1 . Imagine the following scenarios:
a. You are passing a work associate in the passageway. She asks if you knew
about a meeting scheduled for later in the week. You were not aware of
the meeting. What do you do next? How do you plan to recall the meeting
time and location? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
0-^ p^r- or^R. H^ •
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b. While having lunch, you see someone you had known at a previous duty
station. You ask for his phone number or address in order to stay in touch.
What do you do next? How do you plan to record the phone number or
address? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
T\?M)\)J Tte QV\ Strip (pc\p*r
0r- c>r\ \raA<L
c. While in a Department Head meeting your Commanding Officer asks you
for information that you do not have with you. You know this information
is on your desktop computer and is easily available from any networked
computer. There are network connections throughout the meeting room.
What do you do next? How do you plan to retrieve the desired
information? Would you be comfortable with getting up from the table to
access one of the network connections? Why?
Pre Post
]-0 W^ i>-S k~ ( y^o (Low/wMrS-^
t> 6
- ^•str r C S-?t T (
d. You have just been called to a meeting that is to start in a halfhour. No
other information regarding the meeting is available. What do you do
next? What information and in what form do you prepare to take with
you? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
rmn
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22. Please indicate all the following software applications you have used:
Pre Post
pC Word Processor (Word Perfect, Ms Word, Word Pro, Clarisworks, Pagemaker Etc.) £
< Spreadsheet (Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro Pro, ClarisWorks, etc.)
^ Database (FoxPro, Access, Paradox, FileMaker, ClarisWorks, etc.)
K Calendar/Day-Timer (Lotus Organizer, MS Outlook, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)




Presentation (PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance Graphics, Acrobat, etc.)
Email (cc:Mail, America Online, MS Outlook, Netscape, Internet Explorer, etc.)
Contact Management (Lotus Organizer, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
2i
*
23. Regarding my knowledge in computers
,



























>k Very Comfortable ^L
puters, I consider myself to be:
Thank you for your time in completing this survey and for your participation
in this project. The information you have provided will be very beneficial in
this study of work activities. Ifyou wish, results of this study will be made
available to you by checking the block below.
\^ Please send me a copy ofthe results of this study.
j' •»










voicemail and phone messages
plan of the day
y email ,x
headline news from newspapers
headline news from web sites
headline news from another source
other, pleasejjpecify:
Please list and describe the three most important job-related tasks you do upon
arriving at your office (Use as much space as you need, please feel free to use the back
of this page if necessary):
Pre Post
ffasf&<^>/ sua 7~d er-/nft/i.
5Qm& #^? rfif
For questions 3 and 4 please indicate all items that you use in the "USE" column and rank
them in order of importance, with 1 being most important in the "RANK" column.
3. What types ofwork-related information do you need immediate access to
throughout the typical work day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
X a daily schedule / X
X i "to do" list 3 v
address book
/
X v project documents 5~ y
news headlines
X *> financial reports H y
voicemail
A -3 email 9 V
world wide web browsing r
other (please specify):
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4. What types of personal information do you need immediate access to throughout the
typical day? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
USE RANK ITEM USE RANK
V £ daily schedule / y
t / "to do" list 3 y





> *> email J V
world wide web browsing
f
other (please specify):
Please select all ofthe following items that you utilize regularly. Indicate ifyou
maintain a resource for work-related and/or personal information, if they are in the
same or separate objects and please list whether they are paper-based or are
automated through your computer (desktop, laptop or PDA - do not indicate type of
computer):
PRE:
Item Work Personal Same Separate Paper-based Aotomated
desktop calendar
date/timer (scheduler) 2<± m ^
"to do" list X-:- ££ JL
post-it notes ("yellow stickies") %: >;*?; x
financial records 3E m vX±\ yyy^y:::-





Item Work Personal Same Separate Paper-based Aotomated
desktop calendar
mdate/timer (scheduler) 3 I 2."to do" list X y
post-it notes ("yellow stickies") Y :3fc
financial records X
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How do you remind yourselfof what you need to do during the day?
Pre Post
I don't keep reminders
A t4to do" list on a paper-based planner y
"to do" list on a desktop computer
"to do" list on an electronic organizer (Rex, Casio organizer, etc.)
t4
to do" list on a dry erase board or chalk board
K post-it notes ("yellow stickies") fi
string around finger or rubber band around wrist

















9. How often do you organize your work-related files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
Once per day
a couple oftimes per week X
y once per weekr
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10. How do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
by project




1 1 . How often do you organize your personal files? (choose the most applicable):
Pre Post
once per day
a couple of times per week
once per week





12. How do you communicate with people in job-related activities? (indicate all that
apply in the "USE" column and then rank them in the "RANK" column with 1 being
most important) :
Pre Post
USE RANK MEANS OF COMMUNICATION USE RANK
video teleconferencing
v: / email y- 1
pager/voicemail
telephone (cellular)





V *> written notes x 5
other (please specify):
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13. Which of the following electronic devices do you currently use routinely in your
job? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer <x
y desktop computer ^
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia
cellular phone
pager






14. Which of the following electronic devices have you used in vour iob? (present or oast
- indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
X laptop computer X
X desktop computer yC
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia
cellular phone Y-
pager
* fax machine y
X camera (digital) X
<* camera (film) *
radio walkie-talkie X
other (please specify):
15. Which ofthe following electronic devices do vou currently own? (indicate all that
apply):
Pre Post
£ laptop computer X
desktop computer
personal digital assistant (PDA) such as PalmPilot, Newton or Cassiopeia





X camera (film) X
radio walkie-talkie
other (please specify):
Page 6 of 1
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16. Which ofthe following electronic devices have you owned previously but do not
own any longer? (indicate all that apply):
Pre Post
laptop computer
Y desktop computer X








17. Why do you no longer use the devices you indicated above? (Please explain each
individually - indicate all that apply):
Pre Prist
Page 7 of 1
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18. As you conduct a meeting or present a brief in your job, what materials do you prefer
to use for your notes? (Indicate all applicable in the "USE" column and then rank
these in order of preference in the "RANK" column - with 1 being your first choice):
Pre Post
USE RANK MEDIA FOR KEEPING MEETING NOTES USE RANK
Y :> note pad, notebook, loose sheets ofpaper % -b
^.
scraps of paper (napkin, envelope, etc.)
index cards
y / date-timer or organizer (paper-based) * 1
A 3
computerized presentation software
(PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance
Graphics, etc.)
fi ^





19. Ifan ideal device was available that could assist you in your job, what would it do?
Please be specific. (Use as much space as you need including the back of this page if
necessary):
Prp Eost
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?:
Functions:
AAZ>/?c=^S Bo & A:
How does it work with other devices?:
How big or small is it?:
How do you enter data?:
3<f fO&.
Functions:
How does it work with other devices?:
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20. Imagine that everybody^your organization has the device you just described. How
would that change your approach to meetings and routine job tasks?
Pre Post
21. Imagine the following scenarios:
a. You are passing a work associate in the passageway. She asks ifyou knew
about a meeting scheduled for later in the week. You were not aware of
the meeting. What do you do next? How do you plan to recall the meeting
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While having lunch, you see someone you had known at a previous duty
station. You ask for his phone number or address in order to stay in touch.
What do you do next? How do you plan to record the phone number or
address? (Please use back ofpage if necessary):
Pre Post
While in a Department Head meeting your Commanding Officer asks you
for information that you do not have with you. You know this information
is on your desktop computer and is easily available from any networked
computer. There are network connections throughout the meeting room.
What do you do next? How do you plan to retrieve the desired
information? Would you be comfortable with getting up from the table to
access one of the network connections? Why?
Pre Post
C4hwe& to o&e o^e er^
ir A3©?- fi@SGLuTVi.Yt ytYZi-
5Af»£ *<=> pze?
You have just been called to a meeting that is to start in a halfhour. No
other information regarding the meeting is available. What do you do
next? What information and in what form do you prepare to take with
you? (Please use back ofpage ifnecessary):
Pre Post
5frf*\€- *£ P&&
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22. Please indicate all the following software applications you have used:
Pre Post
X Word Processor (Word Perfect, Ms Word, Word Pro, Clarisworks, Pagemaker Etc.)
y Spreadsheet (Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro Pro, ClarisWorks, etc.)
y Database (FoxPro, Access, Paradox, FileMaker, ClarisWorks, etc.)
* Calendar/Day-Timer (Lotus Organizer, MS Outlook, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
Web Browser (Netscape, Internet Explorer, America Online, etc.)xr
X Presentation (PowerPoint, Corel Presentations, Freelance Graphics, Acrobat, etc.)
Email (cc:Mail, America Online, MS Outlook, Netscape, Internet Explorer, etc.)
Contact Management (Lotus Organizer, ACT!, Sidekick, etc.)
*
Xl V







s, I consider myself to be:







ers, I consider myself to be:







I consider myself to be:
Thank you for your time in completing this survey and for your participation
in this project. The information you have provided will be very beneficial in
this study ofwork activities. Ifyou wish, results of this study will be made
available to you by checking the block below.
[X| Please send me a copy of the results of this study.
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NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
The following questions should only be answered after having used the PDA
regularly at the end of the second and forth week of the study.
1 . Are you satisfied with the interface between your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
X YES, I am satisfied
NO, I am not satisfied
I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC X
2. The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
* had no influence in my use of it
discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it X
3. The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
X discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it X
4. Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
X inconvenient to use X
5. I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
K FALSE K
6. I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a
PDA for use in my job.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
>< FALSE X
7. I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Week 2 Week 4
X TRUE
FALSE X
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8. I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
X FALSE X
9. I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.




&l -t-*V* c *~ f<# ( <sM~V \ft\J& -f j" &A C * £ e '
10. Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA.
Week 2 Week 4
X Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify what program you used: )
x Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) X
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
*: Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)






Which ofthe following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
x:
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
I have no strong opinion
X
3lease explain why:
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The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount oftime and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks
5lease explain why:
x
?\e & *, f 4fc ar-t-ta < - / e o : ,-* -• r tr> _• & f
13. I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.




14. Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
/Vi^^f
15. Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
( w *t <?CS C\\*« C \*€# C^ATi vM-(<*-f lf>r. £*<<H"
16. Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for any additional comments:
\\- t*^ Zee fe*( Dc»**»>-\"ta i 6^^ ~\u£< A\cA*~
'.
-f-Mt"
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Continuation sheet.
Questions 9, 11, and 12:
This is not true in every case. The calendar, contacts ("address book") and tasks functions
are very helpful. At this time however, since my desktop PC contains non-compatible software, I
had to enter scheduling and tasking items twice. I have a very busy schedule and often have back-
to-back meetings which sometimes run over the time limit. It was helpful to have the audio
reminder. The contact list and task list function were also handy to have with me at all times
(usually I keep it on my desktop PC and refer to while in my office), so I could update it as
tasking came up (usually, write it down and then enter it into my PC later).
I can see how the PDA would have benefitted me in earlier jobs when I was managing projects,
going to off site planning meetings, writing briefing slides, etc. With the recent flooding from
storms I could see how it would be useful to take to the site to record storm damage. However,
in my current position as XO, a PDA ("mini-laptop") is not really the tool I need: Reasons:
- As XO, the main method of communication is face-to-face. People often come with very
personal problems and taking notes on a computer, which comes across as very impersonal and
"cold" did not seem appropriate. At meetings, someone else takes notes and writes minutes. I
take a notebook and for the few phrases I write down, it was easier to just write them then call up
the application I needed and type it in.
- Since my use of even a desktop computer has declined significantly, my computer skills have
also declined, so I found that I had to spend time trying to learn/figure things out * time I don't
have. As time went by, it got easier, but I didn't find it to be a quick easy tool to use.
- E-mail is the main application I use in my job. I receive/send a large volume of e-mail daily. I
typically receive only during regular business hours and rarely have to access it at home.
However, I can see how in previous jobs, this would have been a benefit - although, a laptop
could serve the same purpose.
- Found what I really could use is an electronic organizer.
Question 15:
- Size: It was not easy to carry it around. Can't put in a uniform pocket. I often carry folders etc.
and would have to balance it - was worried I'd drop it! So, it was inconvenient (like an extra
burden) to carry around.
- Keyboard not bad for a small machine and the screen was quite readable. Did not like the
handwriting recognition program - it didn't like my handwriting and I ended up having to correct
all the time. So, I gave that function up after the second day.
SUBJECT #2
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The following questions should only be answered after having used the PDA
regularly at the end of the second and forth week of the study.
1 . Are you satisfied with the interface between your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
y YES, I am satisfied ^
NO, I am not satisfied
I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC
2. The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
/ discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it i/
3. The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
1/ discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it ^
4. Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
l/ inconvenient to use ^
5. I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.
Week 2 Week 4
/ TRUE ^
FALSE
6. I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a
PDA for use in my job.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
y FALSE ^
7. I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
yf FALSE y
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8. I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
y FALSE \X
9. I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.





10. Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA.
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify what program you used: )
v/ Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
v/ Contact Management/Address Book (Contacts - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
i/ Handwriting Recognition (Calligrapher)
Other (Please specify: A* 1^ o/xw'r uc& it *i~c t«*,t *^~<* .
>
1 1 . Which ofthe following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
/ I have no strong opinion
Please explain why:
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12. Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
V The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks =_=_«=__
3lease explain why:
13. I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.




14. Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
— GPS Afc<f<v^
15. Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA: cash/ ch &c «•
.&.00H-




16. Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for any additional comments:
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The following questions should only be answered after having used the PDA
regularly at the end of the second and forth week of the study.
1 . Are you satisfied with the interface between your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
YES. I am satisfied
NO, I am not satisfied
^ I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC ><
2. The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
>C
had no influence in my use of it
23discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
3. The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
£
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it X
4. Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
X
convenient to use
inconvenient to use X
5. I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




6. I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a




7. I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
V4 FALSE
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8. I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.




9. I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.
Week 2 Week 4
£ TRUEFALSE
5lease explain why«\
10. Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA.
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify what program you used:
£ Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) Nx
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
>^.. Contact Management/Address Book (Contacts - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) s;
Handwriting Recognition (Calligrapher)
Other (Please specify:
1 1 . Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
>C The PDA complicates my routine job tasks K
I have no strong opinion
Please explain why:
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12. Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
X
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks
Please explain why:
13. I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
XI FALSE XI
14. Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
15. Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
16. Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for any additional comments:
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The following questions should only be answered after having used the PDA
regularly at the end of the second and forth week of the study.
1 . Are you satisfied with the interface between your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
vx YES, I am satisfied X
NO, I am not satisfied
I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC
2. The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
KX had no influence in my use of it
discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
3. The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
A
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
X
4. Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
X inconvenient to use X
5. I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.
Week 2 Week 4
True PgTA
FALSE
6. I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a





7. I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Week 2 Week 42 TRUE
FALSE
2<
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8. I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.




9. I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.





10. Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA.
Week 2 Week 4
X Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word) x
$£ Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify what program you used:
* Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar
- Microsoft Pocket Outlook) X
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)




1 1 . Which ofthe following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
X The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks X
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
I have no strong opinion
Please explain why:
TU- "?>/) rJoe^ u^rKCt'f QfrtaJr $W /JrJXL J-i «fr -
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12. Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week: Week 4
/ The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks IX
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks






, n t n
13. I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
-£±r FALSE .^. I.
14. Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
~T' (,-JvSr rT)A ^-5 nic*- ^U^ €k<>^k "h^As^^^f
15. Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
'Tftr^w^ Ici^rH ci r»oL A "-€ ,\lr^ yuL-lhU Can nWz^ /v^sf ^-^v
£/*
4^ (/in. pew v pp|pr
; (UuJi #/\?H. <r^ <* SkjvwW p*n* pc^ r p^
16. Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for any additional comments:
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The following questions should only be answered after having used the PDA
regularly at the end of the second and forth week of the study.
1 . Are you satisfied with the interface between your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
YES, I am satisfied
NO. I am not satisfied




2. The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
JL discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it -2-
3. The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
had no influence in my use of it
,y. discouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 1
4. Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):




5. I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.
Week 2 Week 4
>< TRUE <
FALSE
6. I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a
PDA for use in my job.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
* FALSE X
7. I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
f FALSE *
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8. I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
X FALSE U^
9. I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.






10. Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA.




Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please sp cify what program you used:.
Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer) £.
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)







1 1 . Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
£
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
I have no strong opinion
2,
Please explain why: /r ^rjlJ% #*<, So/r^e ±,rr) / t-/97S0'4S . JT /\
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12. Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
£
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks X




I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
7$ FALSE Z-
Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able





I /JorerWOG rV/oer«o,0 r*W Sutter* '<
1 5. Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
~Or?sn,
16. Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for any additional comments:
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APPENDIX C: ANALYSES OF NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL STAFF
OFFICER PALMTOP COMPUTER PROJECT SURVEYS
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PART II: NPS-SOPCP PALMTOP TECHNOLOGY SURVEY ANALYSIS
284
NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Sample Survey Summary
Question #
Notes in red text boxes describe the
information sought and the pertinence of the
question
Notes in blue text boxes are explanations of
spreadsheet functions
Satisfaction with PDA/PC interface:
Aggregate Satisfaction Ratings of all 5 participants
are added together to compute a total Satisfaction
Rating for each question
Week 2 Week 4
3 YES. I am satisfied 2
NO, I am not satisfied
2 1 do not need to interface my PDA with my PC 3
n
Satisfaction Rating
I » I l I
For the palmtop to be truly useful, it must be able to synchronize information with a host PC This
question provides information regarding the effectiveness of the palmtop-PC connection
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
3 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 4
2 had no influence in my use of it 1
t Responses of afl 5 participants are summed to yield the aggregate of each
Week 2 and Week 4 response to each question
Sattirfaction Rating
1 1 ^ I
The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
4 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using h / 4




Week 2 and Week 4 Satisfaction Ratings computed by
multiplying each response total by the corresponding Rating
Factor at the bottom of this sheet in the red box-
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use Satisfaction Raring
5 inconvenient ot use 5 1 S | -5 |
Responses to this question and the previous two provide valuable information regarding
usability of the palmtop and the effectiveness of its ergonorrac design
I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




I 3 I . I
This question determines whether or not these participants believe the
palmtop is a useful tool for other officers like themselves
I am considering procuring (either baying it yourselfor allocating OPTAK lands) a PDA for use in my job.




-5 I ^ I
This question detennrnes whether or not these participants believe the
palmtop is a worthwhile investment ofgovernment funds
I am considering baying a PDA for my personal use.




1 I 3 |
Responses to this question are important because initially, officers wishing to use
palmtops in their jobs will have to buy them themselves
1 prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
Week 2 Week 4
1 TRUE 1 Satisfaction Rating
4 FALSE 4 1-31^1
This question allows participants to compare the ways in which the have always
managed information and how they did so using the palmtop
Page I of 24
285
I bdieve the PDA has increased my productivity.










This question is EXTREMELY important
in that it is the reason why people use
palmtop computers It answers the
question ofwhether they are a helpful aid
to Naval officers
Aggregate list of responses by
all 5 participants
Please indicate all of the following functions yon have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
2 Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word) 1
1 Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
This is a summation of all participants'
responses to this question It displays how-
many participants used the different
functions of the palmtop regularly This
information determines which functions
are most appealing and useful to these
users
Database (Please specify )
s Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 4
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer) 1
Presentadons (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
2 Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Oudook) 1
3 Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook^ 2
2 Handwriting Recognmon (Calligrapher) 1
Other (please specify ) 1
II Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week2 Week 4
1 The PDA simplifies my rounnejob tasks 1
3 The PDA complicates my routine job tasks 3
1 I have no strong opinion 1
Please explain why:
Satisfaction Rating
-' I 1 I
Palmtops will be used if they simply and
speed up tasks Otherwise, they will be
discarded and the users will not
recommend their usw to others This
question determines whether the palmtop
has been adequately designed to meet the
requirements of these Naval officers
Aggregate hst of responses by
all 5 participants
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
'yyVVyZ'j accomplish my job-related tasks
Please explain why:




I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think
I needed them while mobile.






Although similar to QuesDon #11. this
question focuses on time savings, where as
the previous question regards a savings of
physical and mental effort
This question is meant to provide
information regarding the usability of the
palmtop If it is readily usable, than most
likely, users will attempt to adapt it to their
needs or may attempt to adapt their needs
to the functionality of the palmtop
Satisfaction Rating
5 I -5 I
Page 2 of 24
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Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to bave been able
to automate on your PDA:
With this question, participants are
given the opportunity to phrase
their needs in their own words
Individual comments are compiled
and presented in one location lor
easier data interpretation
Aggregate hst of responses by
all 5 participants
15 Please Ibt and explain any com plaints you have regarding your PDA:
Subjects are able to comment on
shortcomings they have noted with
this palmtop These shortcomings
are then analyzed to determine their
nature (ergonomic design, hardware
limitation, or software limitation).
Aggregate list of responses by
aD 5 participants
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of this page lor additional comments:
Aggregate list of responses by
all 5 participants
Participants may make further
comments on the palmtop, the
technology or the NPS-SOPCP
[Summation of Aggregate Satisfaction Ratings for questions #1-9 and 11-13
Overall Saris taction Rating
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploration Raring
Degree to which the participant used different functions ofpalmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
ISummation of aggregate responses to questions ** 1 and I






Each response to the above questions is
multiplied by the corresponrng factor based
on the nature of the response
Rating Factors




NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Survey Summary
Question #
1 Satis faction with PDA/PC interface:
Subject's written comments are
represented by blue text
Comments in red text boxes descnbe trends noted in
survey responses These comments are a
summarization of specific, individual data from each
participant's responses on the following sheets
Week 2 Week 4
3 YES, 1 am satisfied 2 Satisfaction Rating
NO, 1 am not satisfied 1 3 1 2 |
2 I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC 3
Participants who attempted to connect the palmtop to their desktop PC were all satisfied with this process, although one participant stopped
synchronizing the two during the study due to incompatible scheduling software applications
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
| Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 3 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 4
2 had no influence in my use of it I
Satisfaction Rating
I 5 I ^ I
Participants were generally dissatisfied with the size of the HP 360LX Initially. 2 participants were indifferent to its size Following the
|survey, only one was mdifferent while the size discouraged the remaining 4 from using it
- in which data b entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it Satisfaction Rating
4 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 4 1 -4 1 ^ 1
1 had no influence in my use of it 1
Parbapants were generally discouraged from using the HP 360LX because its methods of data entry 80% of participants disliked the
available methods of entering data while one was indifferent
PDA is
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
5 inconvenient ot use S
Satisfaction Rating
ALL participants found the device inconvenient to use
I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.
| Week 2 Week 4
4 TRUE 3 Satisfaction Rating
1 FALSE 2 1 3 | 1 |
llrutially, 4 out of 5 subjects believed the palmtop would be a beneficial tool to assist Naval officers m their jobs Following the study, only 3
[participants had this belief.
I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA fur use in my job.





|No parbapants would be willing to use government funds to purchase a palmtop computer for use in their jobs
I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.
Satisfaction Rating
Week 2 Week 4
2 TRUE 1
3 FALSE 4
Initially, 2 of the 5 subjects considered buying a palmtop for their personal use
Following the study, only 1 participant considered it.
I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
Week 2 Week 4
1 TRUE 1
4 FALSE 4
All but one of the participants preferred their previous methods of
managing information rather than using the palmtop
Satisfaction Rating
-3 I -3 I
Page 4 of 24
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[ believe die PDA has increased my productivity.




Had Incompatible software on desktop, had to enter schedule and tasking
hems twice.
Main method of communication Is face-to-face. Taking notes on a computer
seems impersonal and not appropriate.
Subject #1 was the only one to specify why she did not find the palmtop helpful in improving
her productivity Her reasons are both software and ergonomically-based
Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Satisfaction Rating
-3 -3
Week 2 Week 4
2 Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word) 1
1 Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel) The calendar and address book functions
were most often used by the participants
Initially, all used the calendar At the end of
the study, foul continued to use it- In
general, use of functions decreased as the
study progressed
Database (Please specify )
5 Calendar/Day-Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 4
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer) 1
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
2 Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 1
3 Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 2
2 Handwriting Recognition (Calhgrapher) 1
Other (please specify Really didn't use it much ) 1
Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
1 The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks 1
3 The PDA complicates my routine job tasks 3
1 I have no strong opinion 1
Please explain why:
Satisfaction KaUng1*1*1
1 receive/send a large volume of email daily. 1 typically receive only during
regular business hours and reately have to access ft at home.
I ended up not using it the last 10-14 days of the study- 1 was too busy!
The PDA does work out great for meetings, but Its layout Is cumbersome.
It still has some limitations. It fs slow on handwriting recognition and is not
set up for a notetaklng luntion Machine needs to be improved to
be useful
Most participants found the palmtop to be
complicating that routines The reasons
they give are ergonomic, software and
hardware-onented Subject £4 is the only
participant to make a positive comment,
but Subject #5 seems to speak for all
participants. "Machine needs to be
improved to be useful
"
Which of the following statements b more appropriate?
The PDA saves me a lot of rime and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to






I had to spend time trying to learn/figure things out - time I don t have.
I did not Uke the handwriting recognition program - it didnt like my
handwriting and 1 ended up having to correct all the time. So, I
gave that function up after the second day.
It saves me the hassle of retyping notes for distribution.
Found myself having to re-write or type many words/phrases because the
handwriting recognition software is slow and querkv.
The handwnting recognition software was
noted to be a major complaint by afl users
It was so ineffective that most participants
stopped using it and a couple attributed
their decreased willingness to use the
palmtop on the available methods of data
entry
13 I found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think
I needed them while mobile.
Week 2 Week 4
TRUE
S FALSE 5
No participants stated that they had
attempted to automate addibona! tasks on




5 I 5 I
Page 5 of24
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Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able









Space for keys, cash, ID, checkbook
Too many functions with limited capabilities
This PDA has more than enough tasks.
Note-taking function that buUetizes and paginates. Voice recognition would be a good
addition.
Along with the many hardware peripherals
noted by Subject #2, every parhcrpant
stated that they needed a note-taking
capability more than the word processing
function During the Mid-Project Review
meeting following Week 2, Subject #3 said
it most appropriately, "1 need a note taking
device, not a word processing device
"
15 Please Ibt and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
Size: It was not easy to carry it around. Cant put it in a uniform pocket I was
worried I'd drop it! So, It was inconvenient like an extra burden to carry
around. Although Subject #2's comment regarding a
Keyboard: not bad for a small machine. bayonette fitting is made ui jest, it
Screen: Quite readable emphasizes the point that this device needs
Handwriting recognition software - (sec #12) a great many improvements to be useful for
Naval officers Every participant noted the
Still too bulky size bang too large to fit m uniform
Needs voice Input/output pockets The device was described as a
Output from name/addrss/teiepbone database is not useful burden and cumbersome by several
- needs database reporting flexibility subjects
Needs a good monthly calendar printout
Needs boyonet locking lug. Subject #4, an avid computer user, makes a
profound statement that best explains his
I need a reminder unit Not a desktop trapped In a microorganism! more favorable opinion of the palmtop,
"The size is fine, but the program layout and
The PDA is great but it has more of a "baby laptop" feel to tt The size is fine, but the data entry method can make most computer
program layout and data entry method can make most computer non-users non-users uncomfortable it needs more of
uncomfortable. For someone to be comfortable using this, vice pen and paper, It a familiar pen and paper feel
"
needs more of a familiar pen and paper feel ( 1 e , VSR ' 5 palmtop - PaimP Hot
)
It was cumbersome to carry in uniform.
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
Fascinated with the technology! Love the idea of it - can see real potential
But Just didn't end up being the kind of tool I need hi this Job.
I ended up not using it the last 10-14 days of the study. 1 was too busy!
I have tried to use this PDA for almost evey option available on ft- I am not too fond of
the email and the fax doesnt really substantiate Its existence. To be honest, the
scheduler and word processor (for note taking) are the only things that I found really
useful!!
Subject #1 made several informative
insights during the study She pointed out
the importance ofjob position in the use of
handheld computer As an Executive
Officer, she had less need for many of the
capabilities the palmtop provided
However, she notes that in previous jobs,
they could have been very helpful
The Overall Satisfaction Rating verifies the many complaints and negative comments made by project participants throughout the study The more they
used the device, the less satisfied they became as is indicated by the more negative result for Week 4 empared to Week 2 Although participants did not
hilly utilize all the functions of the palmtop, as the Overall Device Exploration Rating reveals, they cited numerous ergonomic design faults as their





Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploration Rating







NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # X
Question U
|The Subject Number as defined by Table 4 1
The subject's responses are recorded in the Week 2 cloumn the first time this
survey is administered then in the Week 4 column the second time Each
response is entered as a one ( 1 ) to allow for simple spreadsheet calculations
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 and Week 4 Satisfaction Ratings computed by
multiplying each response by the corresponding Rating Factor
at the bottom of this sheet in the red box
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to cany it with me and use it
disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
had no influence in my use of it
Note: The order of responses to Questions Ml and 3 was changed from
the original survey to allow for a simpler spreadsheet calculation
Satisfaction Rating
I I I I
The manner in which data b entered iaio the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
I I I » 1
Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):





I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




5 i \ i
I am considering procuring (either buying it yourselfor allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA for ose in ray job.





I am considering baying a PDA for my personal use.




e I o I
I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.




! I ! I
Page 7 of 24
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I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.





Written responses in this area are compiled and
summarized m the Survey Summary
10 Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
Calendar/Day -Tuner (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentanons (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Handwriting Recognrdon (Caliigrapher)
Other (please specify )
The sum of all responses to this
question is added to Question T-.
Satisfaction Rating and Question #14's
responses to compute the Overall
Device Exploration Rating found at the
bottom of the page
Which of the following statements is i ! appropriate?
Note Since the Parmtop-PC
connection is a technical
factor, it has been deemed
worthy of inclusion in
Overall Device Rating
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks




Written responses m this area are compiled and
summarized in the Survey Summary
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to




Wntten responses in this area are compiled and
summarized m the Survey Summary
1 found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.




• I 9 I
Page 8 of 24
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14 Please list and einlain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
Responses to this question would be quantified and added to the
total fot Question # 10 to compute the Overall Device Exploration
Rating found at the bottom ofthe page
15 Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
Complaints are compiled and summarized on the
Survey Summary to determine trends of likes and
dislikes of tins device
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
Responses are compiled and summarized on the
Survey Summary and utilized as applicable
Summation of individual Sabs faction Ratings for questions #1-9 and 11-13
Overall Satisfaction Rating
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Utilization Rating
Degree to which the participant used different functions ofpalmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Summation of individual responses to questions # 1 and 1 4 I
Each response to the above questions is
multiplied by the conesponmg factor based on




n = Neutral response
T
A high Overall Device Ublizabon Rating lepresents a participant who regularly used many of the
functions of the palmtop for many work or persona! tasks A value of zero indicates that the subject
did not utilize the device
A more negative Overall Satisfaction Rating indicates dissatisfaction with the palmtop A zero rating
represents ambivalence toward using the device And an increasingly positive value means the
subject is more satisfied with the functionality provided by the palmtop
Page 9 of 24
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NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # 1
Question**
1 Arc you satisfied with the interface bewteen your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
1 YES, I am satisfied
NO, I am not satisfied
I do not need to intetface my PDA with my PC 1
Satisfaction Rating
I j 1 J I
Tbe size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to cany it with me and use it
disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 1
1 had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 1





Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
1 inconvenient ot use 1
Satisfaction Rating
-t I -1 I
i believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.











i considering buying a PDA for my personal use.




I j I ' I
I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.










I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.





Had incompatible software on desktop, had to enter schedule and tasking
Items twice.
Main method of communication is face-to-face. Taking notes on a computer
seems impersonal and not appropriate.
Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
1 Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
1 Calendar/Day -Timer (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 1
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
1 Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook)1 1
Handwriting Recognition (Calligrapher)
Other (please specify )
Which ofthe following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
1 The PDA complicates my routine job tasks 1





1 receive/send a large volume of email dally. 1 typically receive only during
regular business hours and reately have to access It at home.
1 ended up not using ft the last 10-14 days of the study - 1 was too busy!
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
*y^^y^ accomplish my job-related tasks
Please explain why:
I had to spend time trying to learn/figure things out - time I don't have.
I did not like the handwriting recognition program - It didn't like my
handwriting and I ended up having to correct all the time. So, I




1 I 1 I
1 fbnnd myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously <
needed them while mobile.





-1 I -1 I
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Please list and ei plain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
15 Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
Size: It was not easy to carry it around. Can't put It in a uniform pocket I was
worried I'd dromp It! So, it was Inconvenient like an extra burden to carry
around.
keyboard: not bad for a small machine.
Screen: Quite readable.
Handwriting recognition software - (see #12)
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
Fascinated wtth tbe technology! Love the Idea of It - can see real potential.
But Just didn't end up being the kind of tool I need In this Job.
I ended up not using It the last 10-14 days of the study. I was too busy!
Week 2 Overall Satisfaction Rating
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploration Rating
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NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # 2
Question #
I Are you satis Bed with the interface bewteen your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
1 YES, I am satisfied 1
NO, I am not satisfied
J do not need to interface my PDA with my PC
Satisfaction Rating
I i I J I
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 1
had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
The manner in which data b entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it 1
had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
I
-1 I -» I
Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use




I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




I 1 I 1 I
1 am considering procuring (either buying it yourselfor allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA for nse in my job.





-1 I •» I
I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.




I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.




-1 I -1 1
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I bdieve the PDA has increased my productivity.





10 Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
1 Calendar/Day-Tuner (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook)1
1 Handwriting Recognition (CaDigrapher)
Other (please specify Realty didn't use it much ) 1
Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
1 I have no strong opinion 1
Please ex plain why:
Satisfaction Rating
I » I « I
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
Y////A
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks Y////A
Satisfaction Rating
Please explain why:
13 1 found myself creating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.




I ' I I I
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14 Please Ibt and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able









Space for keys, |
cash, ID, checkbook
Please Ibt and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
Still too bulky
Needs voice Input/output
Output from name/addrssntelephone database is not useful
- needs database reporting flexibility
Needs a good monthly calendar printout
Needs boyonet locking lug.
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of thb page for additional comments:
Week 2 Overall Satisfaction Rating
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploration Rating
Degree to which the participant used different functions of palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score











NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # 3
Question #
1 Are you satisfied with the interface bewteen your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
YES, I am satisfied
NO, I am not satisfied




The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 disouiaged me from caiTying it with me and using it 1
had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
1 I 1 I
The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
1 disouraged me from carrying h with me and using it 1






Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
1 inconvenient ot use 1
Satisfaction Rating
I
-1 I -I I
I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.






I am considering procuring (either buying it yourselfor allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA for use in my job.





I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.




I •» I ' I
1 prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
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I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.




I •' I -' I
Please explain why:
10 Please indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word
)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
1 Calendar/Day-Tuner (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 1
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (ln-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Oudook)1 1
Handwriting Recognition (Calligrapher)
Other (please specify )
Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
1 The PDA complicates ray routine job tasks 1





12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to




-J I -1 I
Please explain why.
I found myselfcreating tasks to use my PDA for although I previously did not think 1
needed them while mobile.
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Please list and explain any additional tasks yon would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
Too many functions wttb limited capabilities
Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PD
Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
Week 2 Overall Satisfaction Rating
-9 Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
llsfifisPil Maximum/Minimum Score
Week 4
Week 2 Overall Device Exploration Rating
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NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # 4
Question tt
1 Are you satisfied with the interface bewteeo your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
1 YES, I am satisfied 1
NO, I am not satisfied
I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC
Satisfaction Rating
I 1 I I I
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
1 had no influence in my use of it 1
Satisfaction Rating
i 5 i I i
The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to carry it with me and use it
disouraged me from carrying it with me and using it
1 had no influence in my use of it 1
Satisfaction Rating
Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
1 inconvenient ot use 1
Satisfaction Rating
onza
I believe all Nsvml officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




I j I j I
I am considering procuring (either buying it yourself or allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA lor use in my job.




1 am considering buying a PDA for my persona) use.




I j I j I
I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
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I believe tbe PDA has increased my productivity.








10 Please indicate all of the following unctions you have utilized regularly on tbe PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
1 Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word) 1
1 Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
1 Calendar/Day-Tuner (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 1
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer)
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Handwriting Recognition (Calligrapher)
Other (please specify )
Which of the fallowing statements b more appropriate?
Week 2 Week4
1 The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks 1
The PDA complicates my routine job tasks
I have no strong opinion
Please explain why:
The PDA does work out great for meetings, but Its layout is cumbersome.
Satisfaction Rating
I j I j I
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
1 The PDA saves me a lot of tune and effort in my job-related tasks 1
V////A
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to
accomplish my job-related tasks
'//////<
Please explain why:
It saves me the hassle of retyping notes for distribution.
Satisfaction Rating
i i » j i
13 1 found myself creating tasks to use my PDA lor although I previously did not think 1
needed them while mobile.
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14 Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on vour PDA:
This PDA has more than enough tasks.
IS Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
The PDA is great but It has more of a "baby laptop" feel to It The size is fine, but the
program layout and data entry method can make most computer non-users
uncomfortable. For someone to be comfortable using this, vice pen and paper. It
needs more of a familiar pen and paper feel (I.e., USR's palmtop - PalmPilot)
16 Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
I have tried to use this PDA for almost evey option available on IL 1 am not too lotid of
the email and the fas doesn't really substantiate Its existence. To be honest, the
scheduler and word processor (for note taking) are the only things that I found really
useful!!
Week 2 Overall Satisfaction Rating
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploratioo Rating
Degree to which the participant used different functions of palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Week 4 Lating Factors
IHJHH = Affirmative response
EP^Sflllf = Negative response
Era t ' ''*i ' i;
jggjjgBigjjj = Neutral response
Week 4
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NPS-SOPCP Palmtop Technology Survey
Subject # 5
Question #
1 Are you satisfied with the interface bewteen your PC and your PDA?
Week 2 Week 4
YES, I am satisfied
NO, 1 am not satisfied
1 I do not need to interface my PDA with my PC 1
Satisfaction Rating
I I
The size of the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to cany it with me and use it
1 disouraged me from canying it with me and using it 1
bad no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
I
-1 I -» I
The manner in which data is entered into the PDA (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
encouraged me to cany it with me and use it
1 disouraged roe from canying it with me and using it 1
had no influence in my use of it
Satisfaction Rating
Overall, the PDA is (please indicate one):
Week 2 Week 4
convenient to use
1 inconvenient ot use 1
Satisfaction Rating
I believe all Naval officers could benefit from using a PDA in their jobs.




J I 1 I
I am considering procuring (either buying it yourselfor allocating OPTAR funds) a PDA for use in my job.




I am considering buying a PDA for my personal use.






I prefer the PDA to my previous methods of information storage and retrieval.
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I believe the PDA has increased my productivity.





Please Indicate all of the following functions you have utilized regularly on the PDA:
Week 2 Week 4
Word Processor (Microsoft Pocket Word)
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Pocket Excel)
Database (Please specify )
1 Calendar/Day -Tuner (Calendar - Microsoft Pocket Outlook) 1
Web Browser (Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer^ 1
Presentations (Microsoft Pocket PowerPoint)
1 Email (In-Box - Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
Contact Management/Address Book (Microsoft Pocket Outlook)
1
1 Handwriting Recognioon (CalUgrapher) 1
Other (please specify )
Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2 Week 4
The PDA simplifies my routine job tasks
1 The PDA complicates my routine job tasks 1
I have no strong opinion
Please explain why:
It still has some limitations. It is slow on handwriting recognition and Is not
set up for a notetaldng funtion. Machine needs to be improved to be useful
Satisfaction Rating
1 I 1 I
12 Which of the following statements is more appropriate?
Week 2
The PDA saves me a lot of time and effort in my job-related tasks
The PDA increased the amount of time and effort necessary to





Found myself having to re-write or type many words/phrases because the
handwriting recognition software is slow and querky.
IJ I found myself creating tasks to nse my PDA for although I previously did not think I
needed them while mobile.




I -1 I -1 I
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Please list and explain any additional tasks you would have liked to have been able
to automate on your PDA:
Note-taking function that bulletizrs and paginates. Voice recognition would be a good
addition.
Please list and explain any complaints you have regarding your PDA:
It was cumbersome to carry In uniform.
Please use the remaining space and the back of this page for additional comments:
Week 2 Overall Satisfaction Rating Week 4
Degree to which the participant is satisfied with the palmtop
Maximum/Minimum Score
Overall Device Exploration Rating
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